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Abstract
Cosmic strings[15] are hypothetical linear topological defects, thought to be associated
with phase transitions occurring during the very early formation of the universe.
Despite the fact that they have not yet been definitively observed experimentally,
several cosmological models[63, 94, 95, 93] suggest their existence and their discovery
may help to explain the presence of some as yet unexplained large-scale structures
that has been observed. Moreover, recent observations[17, 18] have resulted in natural
interpretations which were initially thought to imply the existence of cosmic strings.
The emergence of high-resolution wide-field astronomical surveys such as GOODS
and COSMOS, due to the advancement of technology which has vastly improved
imaging techniques in recent years, has further stoked interest in the observational
detection of cosmic strings. This is due to the challenge of detecting smaller-mass
cosmic strings over a large fraction of the sky out to higher redshifts.
In this thesis, the COSMOS survey is analysed for the gravitational lensing signature
of cosmic strings. Analytical techniques formulated for the detection methodology
shall be discussed, and studies pertaining the efficiencies of the detection methodology
will also be highlighted. Finally, limits on cosmic string parameters Gµ/c2 and Ωstrings
are statistically established based on the observational data, and would be useful in
the determination of the type of cosmic strings that may potentially exist according
to such characterizing parameters.
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The Standard Cosmological Model
1.1 The Big Bang
The Big Bang model describes how the universe evolved to its present state after the
initial explosion from the singularity[1]. Presently adopted as the standard cosmo-
logical model, the Big Bang model is based on the assumption of the cosmological
principle, which takes as its fundamental postulates the isotropy and homogeneity
of the universe[2, 3]. This is described by the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker(FRW)
metric, which is an exact solution of Einstein’s field equations for an expanding homo-
geneous and isotropic universe under a given mass density ρ and pressure p, according
to general relativity[4]. Such an assumption is strongly supported by observational
phenomena such as the uniformity of the cosmic microwave background radiation, in
combination with the Copernican principle which asserts that the Earth is not in a
central or specially-favoured position[5].
The Big Bang model has contributed tremendously to our understanding of the evo-
lution of the universe to its present state, especially during the period from approxi-
mately 400000 years onwards, after the expansion of the universe from a singularity.
2 1.1. The Big Bang
General relativity breaks down at the singularity, however, and extrapolating the
known expansion of the universe backwards results in infinite temperature and den-
sity at a finite period of time in the past. How far backward such an extrapolation
may be done remains a subject of debate presently, and there are still issues related
to the early universe which are not adequately resolved by the Big Bang.
Currently, there are no experimental observations made regarding the formation of
the early universe. Present-day particle accelerators are still not powerful enough to
probe high energies thought to co-exist with the universe’s infancy, although present
experiments at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN aims to investigate the asym-
metry of matter and antimatter in the present universe[7]. Most proposed theories
commonly suggest that the early universe was very hot and dense immediately follow-
ing the singularity’s expansion. During this Planck epoch (from zero to approximately
tpl = 10
−43s, where tpl is known as the Planck time), supersymmetry proposes that
the four fundamental forces, namely gravity, strong force, weak nuclear force and
electromagnetic force, were unified as one fundamental force.
Further expansion and cooling of the universe saw the separation of gravity from the
fundamental gauge interactions (consisting of the strong force, weak nuclear force and
electromagnetic force). A proposed theory, cosmic inflation (a phase of exponential
expansion of the universe driven by negative-pressure vacuum energy density)[8], at
10−37s after the Big Bang, further gives rise to the separation of the strong force from
the electroweak force (unification of the weak and electromagnetic forces)[9]. It also
contributes to the expansion of the universe to its current flattened, homogeneous and
isotropic state that is observed today. The end of inflation at approximately 10−6s
after the Big Bang saw domination of radiation in the universe, and experimental
results from particle accelerators have strongly suggested the formation of elementary
particles and finally baryons (such as protons and neutrons) through baryogenesis[10].
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A brief timeline of the Big Bang after baryogenesis is as follows:
• Between 10−6s and 3mins: This period saw the annihilation of a majority of
baryons and anti-baryons, and then the domination of the mass of the universe
by leptons and anti-leptons. At 3s after the Big Bang, the decrease in the
temperature of the universe to the point where leptons and anti-leptons were
no longer created meant that these particles annihilated each other, until a small
number were left. This gave rise to a domination of the universe by photons,
the latter frequently interacting with charged particles and nuclei.
• Between 3s and 20mins: The temperature of the universe decreased further, be-
ginning what was known as Big Bang nucleosynthesis, which occurred through-
out the whole universe. This period saw the combination of protons and neu-
trons through nuclear fusion to form atomic nuclei, such as helium, deuterium
and tritium. However, most protons remained uncombined as hydrogen ions
by the time nucleosynthesis ended, when the temperature and density of the
universe had dropped further that nuclear fusion could no longer be sustained.
There was approximately three times more hydrogen than 4He by mass, in ad-
dition to trace amounts of other nuclei.
• Between 20mins and 380000yrs: By 70000 years after the Big Bang, the uni-
verse had cooled sufficiently to become matter-dominated when the rest mass
energy density of matter became heavier than that of radiation. Recombina-
tion took place between 240000 and 310000 years after the Big Bang, whereby
hydrogen and helium ions combined with electrons to form neutral atoms. This
meant that photons could no longer interact strongly with atoms, hence there
was decoupling of radiation from matter towards the end of this period. This
radiation came to be observed presently as the cosmic microwave background
radiation (CMBR)[13, 14].
4 1.1. The Big Bang
• Between 380000yrs and 109yrs: This period saw the onset of what was known
as the Dark Ages. The cosmic microwave background radiation arose from the
release of photons, after the decoupling of matter from radiation upon recom-
bination. As a result, matter grew even denser through gravitational attraction
over a long period of time, giving rise to gas clouds after the universe became
transparent to radiation. Structures began to form in the universe via primor-
dial density perturbations, the earliest being the quasars and population III
stars at around 100 million years after the Big Bang. The intense radiation
from the quasars re-ionised the universe, now mostly composed of plasma and
matter in the form of ions thereafter. From these, the first galaxies in the
universe were formed at around 0.5× 109yrs after the Big Bang.
• From 109yrs to present: The earliest population I stars were estimated to be
formed approximately 4 billion years after the Big Bang. Gradually, more galax-
ies and stars were formed over this period of time to give what is observed in the
universe presently. Galaxies may also be attracted towards each other to form
groups, clusters and superclusters. While the Milky Way is estimated to be
nearly as old as the universe itself, however, the Solar System is estimated to be
formed approximately 8 billion years after the Big Bang. Present observations
of the universe estimate its age to be approximately 13.7 billion years old[11],
and there is evidence from the CMBR suggesting that the universe is dominated
by dark energy, which seems to accelerate the universe’s expansion[1]. Dark en-
ergy takes the form of the cosmological constant, Λ, but its nature remains
unknown.
A pictorial timeline of the Big Bang is shown in Figure 1.1.
No explanation of the standard cosmological model is complete without Einstein’s
field equations from general relativity. Such a brief description may be found in
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Figure 1.1: Timeline of the Big Bang[12], expansion from the singularity to the state
of the universe presently. (Picture courtesy of NASA WMAP Science Team)
Appendix A.
1.2 Shortcomings of the standard cosmological model
Numerous experimental observations concerning the cosmic microwave background
radiation and the expansion of the universe have strongly supported the standard
cosmological model, which has also provided a satisfactory framework regarding the
understanding of the formation of large-scale structures. However, while the stan-
dard cosmological model may be extrapolated backwards in time to approximately
t ≈ 1/100s to give a reasonable picture towards the understanding of the universe,
however, the same cannot be said for an extrapolation towards the singularity at
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t = 0. Some fundamental issues challenging the standard model of cosmology include
the following[15]:
• To account for the observed large-scale homogeneity and isotropy of the cosmic
background radiation and the universe overall, the standard cosmological model
makes the unnatural assumption that the universe, in its infancy, was highly
isotropic and homogeneous on scales greater than the causal horizon.
• Presently, it is noted that the universe has a density within one order of mag-
nitude of the critical density, ρcrit, i.e. Ω ∼ 1. This is based on very large-scale
surveys for a smooth cosmic background radiation with Ω0 ≈ 1. However,
the critical density is also known to be a point of unstable equilibrium, where









For Ω ∼ 1, the standard cosmological model has to assume that at the Planck
time tpl, Ω was within the limits |1− Ω| . 10−58 .
• There is a general belief that galaxies and galactic clusters evolved from small
density fluctuations in the early universe by gravitational instability. How-
ever, such density fluctuations have to be postulated and their origins remain
a mystery in the standard cosmological model. Assuming the fluctuations are
adiabatic in nature, their required magnitude on galactic scales at the Planck
epoch is δρ/ρ ∼ 10−56.
• The initial thermal state of the universe, as postulated by the standard cosmo-
logical model, suggests that temperatures above T ≥ 1016GeV would give an
expansion of the universe that is too fast for thermal equilibrium to be estab-
lished.
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• The singularity prior to the Big Bang corresponds to a state of infinite energy
density, and indicates the breakdown of classical general relativity. In other
words, this implies that extrapolating the standard cosmological model towards
t = 0 is no longer feasible, and other theories such as quantum gravity may be
required to explain the initial state of the universe.
• The cosmological constant, Λ, poses a problem for the standard cosmological
model as well. Present empirical evidence has shown that Λ is over 10120 times
smaller than the value at the Planck scale, which is expected from the effects
of quantum gravity that drive Λ up.
There are also difficulties that the standard cosmological model has faced in explaining
the matter content of the universe:
• Phase transitions and other processes hypothesized to take place during the
initial state of the universe are expected to create topological defects, primordial
black holes and exotic particles. These are described in some grand unified
theories but remain unexplained by the standard cosmological model.
• The exact nature of dark matter remains unknown and unexplained by the
standard cosmological model, although primordial nucleosynthesis calls for the
dominance of non-baryonic dark matter in the universe when Ω ≈ 1.
• The creation of more matter than anti-matter during baryogenesis in the early
universe requires interactions taking place in non-equilibrium processes that
violate baryon numbers. Such baryon asymmetry becomes a problem, as subse-
quent baryon-number violating interactions are expected to erase a pre-existing
asymmetry. An alternative requires postulating a tiny initial excess of baryons
over anti-baryons and to have no baryon-number violating processes.
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1.3 Cosmic Strings
As an alternative to cosmic inflation, cosmic strings[15] are originally proposed as
a means of generating the primordial density perturbations from which galaxies and
clusters eventually evolved from. While important measurements obtained from satel-
lites, such as COBE and WMAP, have proven that cosmic strings and other topolog-
ical defects are not adequately explaining how density perturbations may have given
rise to large-scale structure formation, however, present developments in string the-
ory and M-theory demand the existence of cosmic strings. In addition, cosmic strings
have also been predicted as a potential link between string theory and the Standard
Model of particle physics in supersymmetric grand unified theories[16].
The existence of cosmic strings has also been thrust into the spotlight in recent times,
when a number of observations seemed to be a consequence of their presence in the
universe. In 1996, Schild et al[17] made a chanced observation of unusual periodic
fluctuations in brightness between two images from the twin quasar Q0957+561A,B.
There are speculations that this may be due to gravitational lensing by an oscillating
cosmic string loop, or a cosmic string which happened to pass between the Earth and
the twin quasar during that period of time. Later in 2003, Sazhin et al[18] discovered
an object CSL-1 which resembled a gravitational lens involving two images of almost
identical magnitude of the same galaxy, and suggested the existence of cosmic strings
based on their gravitational lensing signature.
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Cosmic Strings
Cosmic strings[15] are hypothetical one-dimensional topological defects believed to
have been formed during the early universe, as a result of phase transitions in different
regions of spacetime. The existence of cosmic strings will provide solid evidence
towards the understanding of the early universe, especially during the Planck epoch
and earlier.
Subsequent sections of this chapter will review various topological defects formed
from phase transitions taking place on the cosmological scale, how cosmic strings are
formed, and the behaviour of cosmic strings in the early universe. The interaction of
cosmic strings with gravity and matter shall also be touched upon, while an in-depth
discussion on the dynamics of cosmic strings may be found in Appendix B.
2.1 Topological Defects and Phase Transitions
In cosmology, topological defects are a class of possible relics thought to have been
formed via phase transitions during the first fraction of a second after the Big Bang.
They are stable configurations of matter either in the original, symmetric or old
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phase, but continue to persist after completing a phase transition to the asymmetric
phase or to a new phase. There are different types of topological defects, such as
domain walls, cosmic strings, monopoles and textures. The type of defect formed is
determined by symmetry breaking and restoration properties of the configuration of
matter itself and the nature of the phase transition involved, as described by quantum
field theory[19].
In general, the effects of phase transitions rely upon their thermodynamic properties,
with first-order phase transitions being common phenomena that include melting (the
change of state from solid to liquid) and evaporation (the change of state from liquid
to gas). An important component governing first-order phase transitions is latent
heat, where the specific heat involved is a slow-varying function of temperature on
either side of the transition and a finite amount of energy
∫
CdT is required to pro-
duce an infinitesimal increase in temperature past the transition. This is due to the
presence of the δ-function at the transition temperature. For higher-order phase tran-
sitions such as those in the second-order, however, the specific heat will be finite at
the critical temperature, but it will exhibit discontinuities in its higher derivatives.
Second-order transitions of such a nature include ferromagnetic transitions[20], su-
perconducting and superfluid transitions[21], as well as order-disorder transitions in
metallic alloys[22].
Cosmological phase transitions include (in descending order of their energies) the
GUT (grand unified theory) transition, the electroweak transition, and the quark-
hadron transition. Governed by a scalar Higgs field φ and and its potential V (φ), the
phase transitions are symmetry-breaking in the sense that they result in changes of
states via various mechanisms behind the interactions of particles and fields.
According to the Goldstone model[23],
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L = (∂µφ)(∂µφ)− V (φ), (2.1)
where L is the classical Lagrangian density, φ is the Higgs field and V (φ) is the
potential of the field given by
V (φ) = −µ2|φ|2 + λ|φ|4. (2.2)
Figure 2.1: The Higgs potential as described by V (φ) = −µ2|φ|2 + λ|φ|4. For λ > 0,
the ground state energy occurs along the region where |φ| 6= 0.
V (φ) in (2.2) is also known as the Higgs potential[24] or the ’Mexican Hat’ potential,
which is popularly named as such due to the resemblance of its shape to the Mexican
hat, as shown in Figure 2.1. V (φ) determines the classical time dependence of φ,
in the sense that the Higgs field will attempt to minimise V (φ). This is roughly
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equivalent to a ball placed at the centre of a Mexican hat, being in an unstable
position and eventually rolling in a random direction until it comes to rest somewhere
on a circle of minimum V , which is described in Figure 2.2. Further descriptions of
phase transitions on the first-order and second-order are discussed with reference to
cosmic string formation in section 2.3.
Figure 2.2: The Higgs potential. A phase transition occurs when the Higgs field φ
minimises V (φ), an action characterised by the red ball in position 1 rolling down the
slope to position 2 (ground state), where V (φ) is a minimum.
2.2 Types of Topological Defects
As described in Section 2.1, the types of topological defects that are formed in a
symmetry-breaking phase transition depends on the type of symmetry that is broken
and restored. For the case of an O(n) symmetry, where the Higgs field φ acquiring
a non-zero vacuum expectation value under the transition is a n-dimensional vector,
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the ground state is invariant under rotation of this vector. When the temperature
drops below the critical temperature TC, the direction of φ within its internal n-
dimensional space is selected randomly and independently at each point in space.
This is not a minimum-energy state by the Kibble mechanism[26], since the field
derivatives are non-zero and the fields in different places will align themselves as the
horizon expands following the phase transition. The topological defect that would be
formed then depends on the value of n, i.e. the internal and spatial dimensions. In
3-dimensional(3D) space, there are four possibilities of topological defects that may
be formed:
• n = 1: domain walls - These are two-dimensional objects when a discrete sym-
metry, consisting of only discrete states, is broken during a phase transition.
Such a network of domain walls effectively partitions the universe into various
’cells’. A peculiar feature of domain walls is that they are repulsive in nature
rather than attractive. However, domain walls have been ruled out to exist due
to their unrealistic energy densities being far larger than 1 MeV and therefore
inconsistent with experimental observations[27]. So far, domain walls are most
effective in constraining axion models[28].
• n = 2: cosmic strings - In 3D space, the Higgs field φ(x) makes one or more
rotations in its internal 2D space as a point is moved around the loop. A cosmic
string then occurs as a linear topological defect in such an instance, where the
phase of φ changes by multiples of 2pi in making one loop about the string.
Cosmic strings are characterised by their mass per unit length. They will be
further discussed in the following section.
• n = 3: monopoles - Predicted to exist in large quantities in the universe[95, 30,
31] by grand unified theories (GUTs)[32] but never been observed experimentally[34],
they are point topological defects where their Higgs fields φ point radially away
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from them.
• n = 4: textures - These are delocalized topological defects which are unstable to
collapse. They are formed when larger and more complicated symmetry groups
are completely broken[33].
Presently, no topological defects have been observed experimentally, owing to the
extremely high energies associated with these relics and no particle accelerator is
presently powerful enough to produce them. However, there are observational searches
currently conducted for cosmic strings[35, 36] and monopoles[37].
2.3 Formation of Cosmic Strings
Present theories about the early universe propose an intensely hot, dense and violent
environment. Such a dense primordial soup of matter (the first matter to exist in
the universe) underwent a series of phase transitions at high temperatures in dif-
ferent regions of spacetime, after its expansion from the singularity. The effects of
high temperatures should be accounted for, due to the early universe being very
hot and dense immediately after the Big Bang. In this section, the abelian-Higgs
mechanism[19] shall be considered and the cosmic strings thus formed are assumed
to be non-superconducting and local[38]. Additionally, it shall be taken into account
that phase transitions are occurring in a radiation-dominated FRW universe[38].
The early universe may be thought of to be in a symmetric phase when it was very hot
and dense, with no cosmic strings formed initially. However, when the temperature
dropped below the critical temperature TC as the universe cooled, the Higgs field in
most of the expanding regions acquired a non-zero average value, and the symmetric
state of the universe became unstable. Such instability in the symmetric state then led
to the universe going into a broken symmetric state, giving rise to phase transitions.
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It may also be said that TC is the temperature responsible for triggering cosmological
phase transitions.
The order of phase transitions taking place depends on factors such as the ratios
of coupling constants involved in the gauge field. First-order phase transitions in-
volve bubble nucleation[39, 40] of the primordial soup of matter in the early universe
or spinodal decomposition[41], while second-order transitions may be a continuous
process in nature.
Looking at first-order phase transitions via bubble nucleation, the phase in each
bubble is expected to be an independent random variable, and phases in neighbouring
bubbles are thought to be correlated to one another. The values of the Higgs field
across the boundary interpolate between those of the two bubbles[42] that meet each
other. This is similar to the expansion and collision of these bubbles of the new phase,
until the old phase disappears as described in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The completion of
such a phase transition is marked by the nucleation of matter in the form of cosmic
strings.
Figure 2.3: First-order phase transitions via bubble nucleation[25]. Bubbles of the
new phase(true vacuum) form and expand until the old phase(false vacuum) disap-
pears. This process is analogous to boiling water, whereby bubbles of steam expand
gradually as they rise up to the water surface.
On the other hand, in the event that three bubbles meet, a string may or may not
be trapped along their mutual boundary. This is dependent on the net phase change
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Figure 2.4: A first-order phase transition, as described by V (φ) = −µ2|φ|2 + λ|φ|4.
With reference to Figure 2.3, µ2 < 0 in this instance, therefore φ at the false vacuum
at V (φ) = V is on unstable equilibrium. The dynamics of φ is such that a change in
phase to move down the potential to the true vacuum (at a lower energy state where
V (φ) = 0) is therefore desired. The phase transition is complete when φ has achieved
V (φ) = 0.
around the boundary (either 0 or 2pi)[26]. This string of matter is infinitely thin and
long and becomes what we know as a ’cosmic string’. The size of the cosmic string
network is also thought to be related to the separation of nucleation centres, and also
to the probability of string trapping at the boundary[44]. However, there is currently
no observational evidence with regards to the length and energy density of cosmic
strings.
For second-order phase transitions (where events are similar to first-order phase tran-
sitions taking place through spinodal decomposition) it is thought that the Higgs field,
throughout the expanding spacetime of the universe, moves away from the peak of the
potential hump at about the same time. One important aspect of second-order phase
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transitions is that the values of the Higgs field are correlated over vast distances, and
the correlation length remains finite if the rate of temperature change throughout the
universe is finite. However the phase, immediately after the transition, is temporary
owing to fluctuations taking the Higgs field over the potential hump. Such fluctua-
tions cease with further decreases in temperature until the Ginzburg temperature[43]
is reached, and the phase then becomes permanent. Any presence of cosmic strings
formed will be apparent in regions where the phase change around a loop is 2pi.
The initial length scale of the resulting network of cosmic strings is then determined
by the correlation length at the Ginzburg temperature, and also similarly by string
trapping probabilities employed in first-order phase transitions. A description of a
second-order phase transition is shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: A second-order phase transition, as described by V (φ) = −µ2|φ|2 +λ|φ|4.
In this instance µ2 > 0, where the Higgs potential V (φ) exhibits a minimum as shown.
The dynamics of the Higgs field φ, as represented by the red ball, are such that it
“rolls” down the potential. φ is also said to be in a unique vacuum under such a
phase transition.
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To summarize, both first-order and second-order phase transitions give rise to random
cosmic string networks, where the strings are infinitely long or exist in the form of
closed loops and can never possess open ends. It has been proposed that as much
as 80% of the cosmic strings formed are infinitely long strings, while about 20% are
closed loops[44]. There are also suggestions that cosmic strings may be formed during
the late stages of cosmic inflation through phase transitions[45].
2.4 Cosmic Strings in the Early Universe
After the phase transitions, cosmic strings possess string tension µ and are moving in
a very dense environment which causes heavy damping to their motion. Such heavy
damping on the motion of cosmic strings may be attributed to friction, accounted
for by the relatively large energy density of the surrounding hot dense matter in the
radiation-dominated era of the early universe, as well as momentum transfer due
to scattering between the matter and cosmic strings. The heavy damping that the
cosmic strings experienced is expected to become negligible with further expansion
and cooling of the universe. Additionally, the strings gradually acquire relativistic
speeds, with their gradual motion becoming independent of factors that previously
restricted them[38].
Cosmic strings are expected to be stretched or shrunken but they cannot break on
their own, and they may also exchange partners or intercommute when they meet.
While the stretching of cosmic strings gives rise to the straightening of any kink that
may be present on the strings, intercommuting between strings results in the forma-
tion of new kinks. It is proposed that cosmic strings may dominate the energy density
of the universe, but however this is not likely to be possible owing to the formation
and decay of small cosmic string loops themselves and hence a loss of energy[46].
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When a string intersects itself, it cuts off a closed loop, and once formed the loop is
expected to lose energy until it reconnects with another longer piece of string. After
that, the loop oscillates, gradually losing energy by gravitational radiation until it
disappears. Such dynamics of cosmic strings are discussed in Appendix B.
The evolution of cosmic string networks has also been widely studied in general, to
ascertain the roles that cosmic strings play during the expansion of the universe in
its infancy, as well as the formation of large- and small-scale structures[38, 47]. Cos-
mic strings have also been suggested to be suitable candidates involved in generating
primordial density perturbations, as a result of spacetime taking a conical nature
around cosmic strings, and are important contributions to the formation of clusters
and galaxies[48]. However, they are predicted not to be the dominant influence in
these perturbations[49, 50]. This was confirmed when simulated temperature inho-
mogeneities due to the presence of cosmic strings in the CMBR could not fit into
measurements of the CMBR polarization from WMAP[51, 52]. On the other hand,
limits have been predicted based on these experimental observations with regards to
the mass per unit length of cosmic strings if they exist[55, 60].
In the development of string cosmology, cosmic strings have been predicted to exist
in the form of macroscopic defects of various dimensions during the infancy of the
universe, during which they are formed through the collisions of branes[62, 63]. A
further discussion on the role of cosmic strings in string theory, however, shall be
omitted in this thesis.
2.5 Gravitational Properties of Cosmic Strings
Any plausible observational evidence for the existence of cosmic strings is based heav-
ily on their interactions with various particles and fields. Cosmic strings are sources
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of gravity as well, through which they become candidates for the origin of primordial
density perturbations[48], although they are widely expected not to play a dominant
role[49, 50] in these density perturbations due to inconsistencies in the power spec-
trum of the CMBR. This section will focus on the interactions of cosmic strings with
gravity, and primarily their role as gravitational lenses.
2.5.1 Cosmic string metric
Cosmic strings possess gravitational properties which are significantly different from
those of non-relativistic linear mass distributions. For static matter distributions, the
expression for the energy-momentum tensor Tαβ as outlined in [15] is given by
Tαβ = diag(ρ,−p1,−p2,−p3), (2.3)
and the corresponding Newtonian limit of the Einstein equations is defined as
∇2Φ = 4piG(ρ+ p1 + p2 + p3), (2.4)
where Φ refers to the gravitational potential. For non-relativistic matter, it is noted
that pi  ρ (where i = 1, 2, 3), therefore (2.4) may be re-expressed as
∇2Φ = 4piGρ. (2.5)
For a straight cosmic string that is parallel to the z-axis,
p1 = p2 = 0 (2.6)
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upon averaging over the cross-section of the string, and
p3 = −ρ. (2.7)
Thus, substituting into (2.4),
∇2Φ = 0, (2.8)
which implies that there is no gravitational force from straight cosmic strings acting
on their surrounding matter. For oscillating cosmic string loops on the other hand,
their relativistic motion implies that they can strongly emit gravitational radiation.
Presently, there are no exact solutions to various ranges of equations that describe
gravitating cosmic strings, regardless of their linearity. Like most cosmological appli-
cations and major treatments to this problem, this thesis will adopt two strategies as
described by [15], namely:
• to consider the thickness of cosmic strings to be much smaller than any other
relevant dimension, and
• to assume that the gravitational fields of the cosmic strings are sufficiently weak
so that for Gµ/c2  1, linearized Einstein equations may be used.
Taking a quick glance at equations pertaining linearized gravity and their formalism,
it is noted that the spacetime metric for weak gravitational fields gαβ is almost flat:
gαβ = ηαβ + hαβ, |hαβ|  1, (2.9)
where |hαβ|  1. Linearizing the Einstein equations in hαβ,
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hαβ = −16piGSαβ (2.10)
in the harmonic gauge, where
















In the limit of zero thickness, the energy-momentum tensor Tαβ(r, t) of the cosmic
string is defined by
Tαβ(r, t) = µ
∫
dζ (x˙αx˙β − x′αx′β)δ(3)(r− x(ζ, t)). (2.13)
Hence, for the metric of a straight and static cosmic string, the formalism just de-
scribed may be applied to (2.3), similarly to the treatment discussed by [69]:
T βα = µδ(x)δ(y)diag(1, 0, 0, 1), (2.14)
where the solutions to (2.10) are then
h00 = h33 = 0 (2.15)
and
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b = (x2 + y2)1/2 (2.17)
and b0 is a constant of integration. Now, re-expressing (2.16) in cylindrical coordi-
nates,
ds2 = dt2 − dz2 − (1− h)(db2 + b2dθ2), (2.18)
where from (2.16),
h = h11 = h22. (2.19)







(2.18) is may be expressed as
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(2.21) now takes on the look of a metric in flat spacetime form:
ds2 = dt2 − dz2 − dr′2 − r′2dθ′2. (2.23)
(2.23) suggests that the geometry around a straight cosmic string is locally identical
to that of flat spacetime, but however it is not globally Euclidean, as the azimuthal
coordinate θ′ varies in the range











is then introduced, whose magnitude is determined by the symmetry-breaking scale
Tc that leads to the formation of cosmic strings. (2.23) may now be re-expressed as






This string metric (2.26) describes the geometry of spacetime around the cosmic string
as being conical, which leads to plausible observational effects of cosmic strings, such
as the formation of double images of light sources located behind the string. This
would be discussed in next subsection.
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2.5.2 Observation of double images and gravitational lensing
by cosmic strings
The formation of double images of light sources behind a straight and static cosmic
string[69, 70, 71] is a consequence of the conical spacetime around the cosmic string.
Figure 2.6: Gravitational lensing by a cosmic string S.
With reference to Figure 2.6, the observer is represented by points OA and OB on
opposite sides of the wedge shaded in light blue. Generally ∠OASOB is defined as
∠OASOB = δ sin β, (2.27)
where δ refers to the deficit angle, and β is the angle that the string makes with the
plane OAGOB, the latter intersecting the string at S and containing light rays from
the object G.
For the angular separation between the two images (where Gµ/c2  1),





where l is the distance between the string and the object, and d is the distance
between the string and the observer. Note that (2.28) remains valid as long as
∠GOAS + ∠GOBS ≤ ∆θ. (2.29)
However, only a single image will be formed by the string when
∠GOAS + ∠GOBS > ∆θ. (2.30)
The same phenomenon may be described similarly for gravitational lensing by cosmic
strings[70]. Making reference to Figure 2.6 again in this instance, the observer is still
represented by the two points OA and OB on opposite sides of the shaded wedge. The
half-space below the line PSOB or above the line QSOA is seen when the observer
looks above or below the string S respectively. Light rays from the lensed object G
then intersect after passing on opposite sides of the string, with the observer seeing
double images of the object in the region PSQ, each at either side of the string.
Similarly as expressed in (2.28), the angular separation between the two images is
given by the sum of ∠GOAS and ∠GOBS, where l refers to the distance from the
string to the object and d is the distance from the string to the observer, and β refers
to the angle between the string and the line-of-sight of the observer.
Note that in this case, (2.28) is only valid for Gµ/c2  1, and the plane of Figure 2.6
will not cross the string at right angles at β 6= pi/2. Additionally, (2.28) is applicable
to a string at rest with respect to the Hubble flow[6] in an expanding universe, with
both l and d then taken to be comoving distances.
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A general diagrammatic description of gravitational lensing by a straight cosmic string
is shown in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: Gravitational lensing of a galaxy by a straight and static cosmic string.
If a string lies between the observer and the galaxy, light from the galaxy travels in
two paths around the string, hence the observer will see an identical pair of galaxies,
which are two distinct images of the same object. In (a), note that the string cuts out
a deficit angle δ in flat spacetime, giving rise to a missing wedge equivalent to that
as shown in Figure 2.6. Joining the two edges together gives rise to (b) the conical
spacetime around the string, described by the metric in (2.26).
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Observational data from the COSMOS survey would be analysed for the gravita-
tional lensing signature of cosmic strings, making use of SExtractor v2.8.6 and IDL
v6.0 which is available on the PDSF facility provided by the National Energy Re-
search Scientific Computing Centre[85] (NERSC) at the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, as well as Wolfram Mathematica 8. In this chapter, the technique in-
volved in the detection for cosmic strings shall be discussed in detail. An overview
on the COSMOS survey and its data sample, as well as SExtractor, would also be
covered.
It shall be noted that during the course of completing this thesis, some of the tech-
niques involving the detection methodology have been accepted for publication and
are also discussed in [86].
3.1 The Cosmic Evolution Survey(COSMOS)
The Cosmic Evolution Survey(COSMOS)[74] is a Hubble Space Telescope(HST) Trea-
sury Project primarily designed to study the correlation between galactic evolution,
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stellar formation, active galactic nuclei(AGN), dark matter, and large scale structure,
specifically over a range of redshifts z between 0.5 and 6. It is currently the largest
survey ever undertaken by the HST, which has utilized 10% (an equivalent of 640
orbits) of its observing time over the course of two years (HST cycles 12 and 13)
to image a 1.57-square-degree equatorial field using the Advanced Camera for Sur-
veys(ACS). Covering such a large area of the sky in the survey is motivated by the
reason to sample the largest structures present in the universe, as having a small area
coverage would lead to severe cosmic variance. In addition to the HST, COSMOS has
also incorporated commitments from other worldwide ground and space-based obser-
vatories, such as the Subaru telescope in Hawaii, the Very Large Array(VLA) and the
XMM-Newton satellite. The survey spans the entire electromagnetic spectrum from
x-ray, ultraviolet, optical, infrared to radio waves, with extremely high sensitivity in
both imaging and spectroscopy[75].
Specifically, the scientific goals of COSMOS are:
• addressing the formation of galaxies, clusters and dark matter on scales up to
or greater than 2× 1014M,
• studying the evolution of dark matter distributions and structure through weak
gravitational lensing at z < 1.5,
• determining the mass and luminosity distribution of the earliest formed galaxies,
AGN, and intergalactic gas at 3 < z < 6,
• studying the formation and evolution of AGNs, as well as the dependence of
the growth of black holes on galactic morphology and environment, and
• addressing the evolution of galactic morphology, galactic merger rates, and stel-
lar formation as a function of the large-scale structure environment and redshift.
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Presently, COSMOS has completed all observations involving the HST, with 270 and
320 orbits allocated within Cycles 12 and 13 respectively. A mosaic covering the
observational field was imaged using the ACS in both the F814W I-band filter and
the F475W g-band filter, the former for obtaining morphological information and the
latter for providing resolved colour imaging in the study of stellar populations and
dust obscuration.
In general, the survey has detected over 2 million galaxies through the HST’s ACS and
the Subaru telescope, with photometric redshifts being determined for approximately
800000 galaxies. From the spectroscopic surveys using the ESO’s VLT, approximately
40000 galaxies have been detected with accurate redshifts from z = 0.5 to z = 2.5,
with the objects having a resolution of 0.05′′. Construction of redshift bins, each
with thousands of galaxies, is then carried out to study the evolution of the galactic
morphological distribution as a function of both time and large-scale structure. The
evolution of the luminosity and spatial correlation functions of type-selected galaxies
has also been analyzed to a high degree of statistical accuracy[76]. Additionally, the
absence of bright x-ray, ultraviolet, optical and radio sources enables observations of
the field of view to uniform sensitivity, and to the optimum depth as required by the
scientific goals set for the survey.
The observational coverage by the ACS on the I-band in COSMOS is shown in Figure
3.1.
3.2 SExtractor
SExtractor (or Source Extractor in full) is a program used for detecting sources and
calculating their photometric parameters in astronomical images, as well as building
up the required sources, calculations and parameters into catalog format. Originally
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Figure 3.1: A greyscale image showing I-band coverage by the HST’s ACS in
COSMOS[75]. The rectangle bounding all the imaging conducted by the ACS has
lower left and upper right corners (RA and Dec in J2000 coordinates) at (150.7988◦,
1.5676◦) and (149.4305◦, 2.8937◦) respectively.
envisioned by its author to be used for scaling down large amounts of data from
astronomical surveys and for making quick calculations, it has now evolved into a
form of standard software used worldwide for research related to astronomy and
cosmology.
SExtractor is originally written for use on Unix systems. It is generally run on ANSI
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text-mode in a shell, and while there are versions written by external contributors
for non-Unix based operating systems, however, this thesis will focus on analysis
carried out by a Unix-based SExtractor v2.8.6. Any syntax/command line that may
be subsequently discussed will also be based on the Unix system.
The main features of SExtractor that make it an essential tool in research are[78]:
• the availability of modes for scanned photographic plate data,
• the ability to go through data very quickly, typically at 1 megapixel per second
for a 2.0GHz processor,
• the ability to support multi-extension FITS images, and handle large FITS
images (up to 65000 × 65000 pixels on 32-bit computers or 2G × 2G pixels on
64-bit computers) due to buffered image access,
• high user-specificity, with most commands influenced by the user,
• the ability to accept user-specified flag images and/or weight images,
• real-time filtering of images to improve on the detectability of sources,
• the ability to catalog desired output parameters flexibly based on user-specificity,
• the ability to make catalog output XML VOTable-compliant,
• optimal handling of images with variable S/N (signal-to-noise ratio),
• the ability to carry out pixel-to-pixel photometry in dual-image mode,
• robust deblending of overlapping extended objects, and
• classification of objects as stars or galaxies based on artificial neural networking.
However, there are disadvantages when using SExtractor[79]:
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• the dependence of SExtractor on user-specific settings that are crucial for source
detection and photometry means that the software may run on almost any set of
input parameters, and give output that may be totally wrong and/or inaccurate,
• accuracy has been sacrificed deliberately for speedy data cataloguing and pho-
tometric calculations, and geometrical output parameters are computed from
image moments (weighted averages of various properties of an image such as
pixel intensities),
• the program breaks down eventually when the image to be analysed is too
crowded with objects,
• photometric variables are correct in a rudimentary manner for the object pro-
files, and
• the mode involving the classification of objects into stars or galaxies have very
limited uses.
It should be noted that an “object”, when stated in subsequent sections in this thesis,
shall be defined as “a group of pixels selected through some detection process and for
which the flux contribution of an astronomical source is believed to be dominant over
that of other objects”. This definition[78] is similar to and adopted from the working
definition of an object detected and measured by SExtractor.
3.3 An overview of the technique for cosmic string
detection
As defined similarly in (2.28), the angular separation between two observed images
due to the presence of a cosmic string is given by





where Dls is the distance between the cosmic string l and the lensed background
object s, Dos is the distance between the observer o and the lensed background object
s, δ is the deficit angle and β is the tilt of the string towards the observer o. This
angular separation of lensed images, commonly defined as the opening angle, serves
as the basis for the strategy of detecting cosmic strings, based on their gravitational
lensing signature, in the COSMOS survey.
The deficit angle δ results in the gravitational lensing effect of galaxies which are
present in the background of a cosmic string, giving rise to identical pairs of galaxies
lensed on both sides of the string as discussed in Section 2.5.2. Intuitively, the tech-
nique employed in this thesis involves the detection of all possible pairs of galaxies
that are morphologically similar with opening angles (according to (3.1)) less than
15′′, the latter being a hallmark of cosmic strings.
A simulation of identical pairs of galaxies lensed in the presence of a massive cosmic
string with energy density δ sin β at 7′′ at varying string redshifts zl, and tilt angle β
at 30◦ in the background of an image from the COSMOS survey is shown in Figures
3.2 and 3.3. Pairs of galaxies that are morphologically similar should be observed on
either side of the cosmic string. These morphologically similar galaxy pairs form the
signal pairs which suggest the detection of cosmic strings in the survey, while random
morphologically similar galaxy pairs form the background, as shown in Figure 3.4.
However, it is generally not possible to observe such an obvious string of morpho-
logically similar galaxy pairs by scanning the images of the COSMOS survey, to be
discussed in the following section, with the naked eye as shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3,
and the detection methodology in this chapter aims to address this issue. A point
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Figure 3.2: Simulated cosmic strings (indicated by red lines where they pass through)
of redshift zl = 0.25, tilt angle β = 30
◦ and energy density δ sin β = 7′′ in a small
fiducial region of COSMOS FITS image 55. Galaxy pairs that are lensed on both
sides of the cosmic strings are highlighted with black circles.
of note is that depending on the mass and redshift of the cosmic string, different
numbers of lensed galaxy pairs with varying degrees of angular separation would be
produced. A more logical way of observation would be to measure the number of
galaxy pairs detected as a function of the degree of angular separation, i.e. the differ-
ential image separation distribution of lensed galaxy pairs. The lensed galaxy pairs
that are morphologically similar would then be selected and defined as the observed
matched galaxy pairs.
The final step involves scaling down the background of random morphologically sim-
ilar galaxy pairs, as a means of setting up a model for the observed matched galaxy
pairs. The presence of cosmic strings is thereafter indicated by a piling up of the ob-
served matched galaxy pairs at angular separations smaller than 7′′, upon overlaying
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Figure 3.3: Simulated cosmic strings (indicated by red lines where they pass through)
of redshift zl = 1.00, tilt angle β = 30
◦ and energy density δ sin β = 7′′ in a small
fiducial region of COSMOS FITS image 55. Galaxy pairs that are lensed on both sides
of the cosmic strings as expected are highlighted with black circles. Note the drastic
difference in the number of lensed galaxy pairs upon comparison with Figure 3.2,
which is attributed to cosmic strings at higher redshifts possessing a greater number
of dim galaxies behind them than those at low redshifts.
the curve representing these points on the normalized background curve.
3.4 Data sample
The final data sample collected from the HST’s ACS for COSMOS consists of Version
1.3 Flexible Image Transport System(FITS) images, which are made available in the
public archives of NASA’s IPAC IRSA[77]. The data sample to be analysed comprises
81 scientific images observed on the I-band filter, forming a 9× 9 mosaic of the entire
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Figure 3.4: Random pairs of galaxies found in a small fiducial region of COSMOS
FITS image 55 that are detected to be morphologically similar. These random galaxy
pairs, circled out in black and whose angular separations are equal to or less than
15′′, form the background to the signal galaxy pairs that may suggest the existence
of a cosmic string in this fiducial region.
survey for Version 1.3, as shown in Figure 3.5. Each FITS image has a resolution
of 12288× 12288 pixels, with the entire mosaic resolution totalling 110592× 110592
pixels.
Images that make up the edges of the survey are marked with a black dot at their
centres, which can be seen in Figure 3.5, and they number 32 out of the entire survey
of 81 images. An example of an image that forms part of the survey edge is shown
in Figure 3.6. Since there is a possibility that either of the two images of a galaxy
lensed by a cosmic string may fall outside the survey edge in these images, the latter
are left out entirely in order to improve the efficiency of detecting cosmic strings in
the survey. The fiducial regions of interest that make up the required observational
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Figure 3.5: A greyscale image showing coverage of the COSMOS survey by the HST’s
ACS, divided into a 9× 9 mosaic.
data are the remaining 49 images, which would be simultaneously analysed with their
corresponding weight maps for the gravitational lensing signature of cosmic strings.
3.5 Identification of potential lensed sources
SExtractor is employed to detect objects in COSMOS, which qualify as potential
source galaxies in the background, that may be lensed in the presence of cosmic
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Figure 3.6: A greyscale I-band image from tile position 69 of the COSMOS survey,
which is one of the 32 images forming the edge of the survey.
strings. This is based on parameters specified in the SExtractor configuration file,
default.sex, which are selected to ensure that the catalog of detected objects in the
processing pipeline adhere as closely as possible to the COSMOS catalog[82] generated
from the original COSMOS FITS images that are not made publicly available by the
COSMOS science team. This COSMOS catalog in [82] is generated based on the
Hot-Cold treatment, described in [83], for weak-lensing analyses of undrizzled and
unrotated images. An additional point of note is that without access to the original
FITS images and procedures for generating [82], it is not possible to use [82] directly
for identifying potential lensed source galaxies, since this may compromise the overall
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detection efficiency of cosmic strings subsequently.
For this thesis, parameters for SExtractor similar to those used by [83] for generating
the Hot catalog are adopted. These Hot parameters, however, are modified slightly
due to the difference in resolution between the FITS images available in the public
archives[77] (0.05′′ per pixel) and the original COSMOS FITS images (0.03′′ per pixel)
which are only accessible to the COSMOS science team. A description of the Hot
parameters used is discussed in Appendix C.
To conclude, the resulting Hot catalog generated by SExtractor consists of 798926
detected objects, with object magnitudes brighter than 26.5. It should henceforth
be noted that “object magnitude” here refers to the variable MAG AUTO as defined by
SExtractor.
3.6 Selection of resolved galaxies
Next, resolved galaxies are selected from the Hot catalog of detected objects generated
by SExtractor, as discussed in the previous section. This selection is based primarily
on the correlation of the peak surface brightness MU MAX of the objects with their mag-
nitudes MAG AUTO, as well as the position coordinates ALPHA J2000 and DELTA J2000,
upon removal of point sources such as stars and spurious objects whose small sizes
are inconsistent with their point spread function(PSF). The CLASS STAR parameter of
SExtractor, however, is not employed for this purpose, as its classification of objects
is not accurate. The analytical pipeline, based on object luminosity and involving
artificial neural networking, breaks down at lower object magnitudes and does not
produce another value for unreliable classification. The dependence of CLASS STAR
on object luminosity is highlighted in Figure 3.7, which clearly shows that accuracy
of classification has been compromised towards the lower end of object magnitude
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MAG BEST.
Figure 3.7: The dependence of SExtractor parameter CLASS STAR on object
luminosity[79].
The Hot catalog from SExtractor is first converted to a format that is readable by
IDL, and upon closer examination of the Hot catalog based on the MU MAX-MAG AUTO
correlation, the 798926 detected objects present are split into the following, as shown
in Table 3.1.
The various objects are also plotted according to their MU MAX-MAG AUTO correlation,
as shown in Figure 3.8.
Despite spurious objects making up only approximately 0.13% of the Hot catalog,
however, the COSMOS catalog in [82] contains far fewer spurious objects as a result
of cleaning procedures consisting of merging small objects with nearby objects from
the Cold catalog, and also the removal of objects near bright stars and in regions of
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Type of object
Resolved galaxies 761749
Point sources (stars etc.) 36178
Spurious objects 999
Total number of detected objects 798926
Table 3.1: Types of objects present in the Hot catalog generated by SExtractor and
their respective numbers. It may be noted that [82] contains 938668 resolved galaxies,
approximately 23% more than the Hot catalog itself.
Figure 3.8: The types of objects present in the Hot catalog generated by SExtractor.
The black points represent the resolved galaxies, while the dark grey points indicate
point sources including stars. Spurious objects are indicated by the light gray points.
elevated noise that occur on the edges of the publicly-unavailable original COSMOS
FITS images. These procedures are outlined in [83]. The selected resolved galaxies
in Figure 3.8 are then correlated with the objects in [82] based on their magnitudes
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Object magnitude





Table 3.2: Percentage of selected resolved galaxies in the Hot catalog that are also
found in [82]. It is evident that the number of galaxies that match objects in [82]
decreases as object magnitudes become increasingly dimmer.
as an additional cleaning procedure for the Hot catalog, and the results are tabulated
as shown in Table 3.2. An assumption made in this procedure is that the selected re-
solved galaxies have a minimum magnitude of approximately 20 in general, according
to its distribution in Figure 3.8.
From Table 3.2, it may be observed that the percentage of resolved galaxies in the
Hot catalog that are also found in [82] generally decreases, as a greater number of
objects of higher magnitudes (i.e. lower brightness) are being taken into account.
The magnitudes of the matching galaxies on both catalogs agree to a large extent, as
can be seen in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 for galaxies with magnitudes equal to or smaller
than 22 and 25 respectively. A point of concern may be the gradual fanning out of
the distribution towards higher magnitudes from its linear behaviour, which is more
obvious in Figure 3.10, and may likely be due to over-deblending of larger objects
and the detected pixels being mistaken as dim galaxies by SExtractor.
With regards to the small percentage of galaxies in the Hot catalog that do not
match objects or are absent in [82], they are generally detections found in regions of
the survey with higher-than-usual noise levels, such as being near the regions of star
trails, as can be observed from the random distributions of the galaxies in Figures
3.11 and 3.12. Again, it may be noted that for Figure 3.12, the larger concentration
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of magnitudes of galaxies upon comparison between the Hot
catalog and [82], for galaxies with magnitudes equal to or smaller than 22. The
label ’MAG AUTO of nearest neighbour’ refers to the magnitude of the galaxy that is
a close or identical match with the galaxy present in either catalogs based on their
position coordinates ALPHA J2000 and DELTA J2000. The green points are all galaxies
that are found in both the Hot catalog and [82]. The yellow points refer to galaxies
found in both the Hot catalog and [82] that are a close or identical match in terms
of their position coordinates, and the black points are also galaxies present in both
the Hot catalog and [82], but with the additional condition of the magnitudes of both
identified galaxies having a difference of 0.1.
of galaxies at higher magnitudes may also be attributed to over-deblending issues
concerning larger objects, as discussed earlier.
Based on these magnitude-based correlation results, the selected resolved galaxies
which are absent or do not match objects in [82] are removed. This cleaning proce-
dure removes 83031 resolved galaxies and further minimizes the chance of spurious
objects influencing and overestimating the efficiency of the technique for cosmic string
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Figure 3.10: Distribution of magnitudes of galaxies upon comparison between the
Hot catalog and [82], for galaxies with magnitudes equal to or smaller than 25. The
label ’MAG AUTO of nearest neighbour’ refers to the magnitude of the galaxy that is
a close or identical match with the galaxy present in either catalogs based on their
position coordinates ALPHA J2000 and DELTA J2000. The green points are all galaxies
that are found in both the Hot catalog and [82]. The yellow points refer to galaxies
found in both the Hot catalog and [82] that are a close or identical match in terms
of their position coordinates, and the black points are also galaxies present in both
the Hot catalog and [82], but with the additional condition of the magnitudes of both
identified galaxies having a difference of 0.1. Note the distribution of the green points
that fan out with increasing galaxy magnitude, which may be explained by an over-
deblending of large objects by SExtractor and the subsequent groups of small pixels
mistakenly detected as small and dim galaxies. Another significant point involves the
concentration of the black points at the top right corner of the figure, as a result of a
greater number of dimmer galaxies being taken into account for this distribution, as
compared to Figure 3.9.
detection, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
The last procedure involved in the selection of resolved galaxies calls for the identifi-
cation of pixels in the COSMOS FITS images that correspond to each galaxy in the
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of galaxies upon comparison between the Hot catalog and
[82] based on their matching similarity of their position coordinates ALPHA J2000 and
DELTA J2000, for galaxies with magnitudes equal to or smaller than 22.
Hot catalog. To do this, a search region chosen to be three times the size of each
galaxy as reported by SExtractor on the Hot catalog is first defined on each galaxy
centroid detected in the images, based on the given catalog coordinates (XMIN IMAGE,
YMIN IMAGE) and (XMAX IMAGE, YMAX IMAGE). These coordinates are respectively the
minimum and maximum x- and y- coordinates among the detected pixels that make
up the galaxy, as defined by SExtractor[79]. A standard Lee filter[84] available on
IDL, LEEFILT, which works on the principle of suppressing speckle noise, is applied
to smooth this region and therefore reduce its sensitivity to noise. Local background
characteristics are then determined, by fitting a gaussian to the small amplitude peak
which is defined by a histogram of the pixel intensities in the region.
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Figure 3.12: Distribution of galaxies upon comparison between the Hot catalog and
[82] based on their matching similarity of their position coordinates ALPHA J2000
and DELTA J2000, for galaxies with magnitudes equal to or smaller than 25. Note the
concentration of galaxies at the bottom right corner for galaxies at higher magnitudes,
which may be associated with over-deblending of larger objects and the subsequent
errorneous detections of smaller and dimmer galaxies by SExtractor.
In the final step, a bright pixel near the galaxy centroid is identified before iteratively
aggregating its neighbouring pixels that possess intensities at 1σ above the mean
background, until a cluster of pixels identified as a galaxy is obtained. However, such
a process occasionally gives rise to the merging of neighbouring galaxies with one
another. In the event that a cluster of pixels is detected to have reached the edge
of the search region, or that two or more galaxies are merged together, neighbouring
pixels whose intensities are 2σ above the mean background are selected instead and
the iterative process is repeated. The threshold of neighbouring pixel intensities will
continue to be increased thereafter and the iterative process repeated, until each
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galaxy is detected to be contained within the search region and does not contain
any other centroid from another galaxy in the Hot catalog. For the dimmest galaxies
detected, the iterative process would have increased the threshold of the neighbouring
pixel intensities to such a high extent that no pixel would be left in the search region,
and subsequently these galaxies are also chosen for removal from the catalog.
With this final procedure involving the identification of galaxy pixels, the finalised
Hot catalog has a total of 663244 selected resolved galaxies which will make up the
required source galaxies.
3.7 Simulation of cosmic string signals
Following the treatment laid out by Oguri and Takahashi in [80], the first step involved
in the simulation of cosmic string signals is to determine signal densities based on
the number of lensed galaxy pairs that are lying along the simulated strings, which is
equivalent to the number of source galaxies lensed in the background by the string.
Given the detection of one lensing event by a cosmic string, the number of lensed
galaxy pairs with angular separations larger than ∆θ, N(> ∆θ), is defined as







where zs is the redshift of the background galaxy being lensed, θlens is the cross-
section diameter of the string, Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function, ∆θ(zl, zs) is the
angular separation (expressed in terms of zl and zs) between the two observed images
making up the lensed galaxy pair, and L is the projected length of the cosmic string
crossing the field of view of the survey. The field of view where the string is observed
is assumed to be circular in nature, hence L may be redefined to be equivalent to
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2R, where R is the radius of the circular field of view. The number distribution of




















where A refers to the total number density of galaxies. It may also be assumed that
θlens is identical to ∆θ, by considering only those lensed background galaxies whose
centres are multiply-imaged, and that the sizes of these background galaxies are also
much smaller than the angular separation between the two images of the lensed galaxy
pairs.
Based on (3.1), the ratio Dls/Dos plays an influential role on whether the size of ∆θ
gives rise to the typical lensing signature observed when cosmic strings are present.












ΩM(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ
, (3.4)
where ΩΛ = 0.76, ΩM = 0.24 and also H0 = 73kms
−1Mpc−1, according to the ΛCDM
cosmological model. A detailed derivation of (3.4) is discussed in Appendix F, and
the distribution of Dls/Dos with respect to redshift of the lensed background galaxies
zs is shown in Figure 3.13.
It may be noted that data pertaining to redshift of objects in the COSMOS survey
is incomplete and unreliable, and as a result there is a need to assign redshifts to
these objects similarly to the treatment outlined by [81]. Here, redshifts are assigned
to the source galaxies, identified in the Hot catalog prepared as described in section
3.6, according to their MAG AUTO values that are equivalent to their I-band mag-
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Figure 3.13: The ratio Dls/Dos as a function of the redshift of lensed background
galaxies zs for the ΛCDM cosmological model. The distribution is applicable to both
straight and non-straight cosmic strings, and based on (3.1), Dls/Dos is proportional
to ∆θ.
nitudes. According to [81], the density of source galaxies is approximately related to
the assigned redshift based on the relation
dNsrc(zs)
dz
∝ z2exp−(z/zm)2 , (3.5)
where Nsrc(zs) is number of source galaxies present. zm refers to the assigned redshift
based on the source galaxy’s I-band magnitude I, where
zm = 0.722 + 0.149(I − 22.0). (3.6)
Applying (3.6) to the Hot catalog, redshifts are therefore assigned to all the source
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galaxies present according to (3.6), and Figure 3.14 shows the probability distribution
function of source galaxies with respect to their assigned redshifts. Additionally, the
distribution of these assigned redshifts with respect to MAG AUTO of the source galaxies
is shown in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.14: Probability distribution function of all source galaxies in the COSMOS
survey detected by SExtractor as a function of assigned redshifts for all possible lensed
source galaxies zs based on their I-band magnitudes I, in the presence of cosmic strings
at all redshifts zl.
From (3.2), the differential image separation distribution of lensed galaxies (or equiv-














where δ(x) is the Dirac delta function. As required according to [80], dN/d∆θ is
finally re-expressed in terms of zl and zs. A detailed derivation of this re-expression
(3.7) is discussed in Appendix G. Using this re-expression, the differential image sep-
aration distributions of lensed galaxies of various string energy densities and redshifts
are determined using Wolfram Mathematica 8 and are shown in Figures H.1-H.7 in
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Figure 3.15: The distribution of simulated redshifts for the source galaxies present
in the Hot catalog. Take note that the distribution shown is representative of source
galaxies present in COSMOS FITS image 55 only; for plot clarity, the distribution for




Based on string tilt angles, deficit angles and string redshifts similar to the numer-
ical simulations as described in Figures H.1-H.7, simulated cosmic strings of a non-
relativistic nature of various energy densities δ sin β are generated and overlaid onto
the corresponding fiducial region of the COSMOS survey. Such a purpose is to verify
and estimate, as accurately as possible, the efficiency of finding the lensed galaxy pairs
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that are lying along the simulated strings, as predicted by the numerical simulations
from Mathematica.
With IDL, a catalog-level monte-carlo simulation is then performed using the source
galaxies in the Hot catalog. The number of source galaxies that would have been
lensed from any simulated string crossing the fiducial region is statistically deter-
mined, and is similar to the number of lensed galaxy pairs thus produced by the
string. Making use of (3.1) as a major criterion for the simulation, a source galaxy
may only be lensed if the angular separation placing the image-galaxy on the side
of the simulated string opposite the true-galaxy is equal to or smaller than 15′′. A
crucial step taken to reduce numerical uncertainty to a minimum in this simulation
is to simulate the presence of as many strings as possible in the fiducial region, until
10000 source galaxies have been detected to be lensed.
A major advantage of carrying out a cosmic string simulation at the catalog level
lies in its tremendous speed in embedding as many simulated strings as required in a
short time. This allows an accurate estimate of the average number of lensed source
galaxies that are observed in the presence of a cosmic string, which is characterized
by a particular set of string parameters.
For this thesis, the resulting catalog of simulated lensed source galaxies stores infor-
mation from each valid string lensing event, including string energy density δ sin β,
string redshift zl, angular separation ∆θ, string tilt angle β, the number of cosmic
strings simulated, and the lengths of the simulated strings. The range of δ sin β val-
ues adopted for the simulation lies between 0.40′′ and 7.00′′ (in steps of 0.1′′) and as
for zl, between 0.10 and 1.50 (in steps of 0.05). Such small steps for δ sin β and zl
are taken in order to improve the accuracy of the range of simulated data samples
as far as possible, as this catalog of simulated sources would be used for analysing
the binned distribution of matched galaxy pairs, to be further discussed in Chapter
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4. Additionally, the range of β values adopted lies between 0◦ and 90◦, in steps of
15◦, and the simulated string length is normalized at 1.19◦, which is equivalent to the
length of the fiducial survey area to be investigated after excluding the survey edges
as described in section 3.4.
3.7.2 Image-level simulation
The last step involved in the simulation of cosmic string signals is the embedding
of galaxies onto the original COSMOS FITS images as accurately and realistically
as possible, so as to simulate lensing events on the images in the presence of cosmic
strings. This facilitates understanding with regards to the overall efficiency of the
detection methodology, which is determined by comparing the number of galaxies
detected (after analyzing the modified images (with embedded galaxies present) via
SExtractor) with the total number of source galaxies present in the images before the
embedding process. Such detection efficiencies will be further discussed in the next
chapter.
Firstly, after redshifts are assigned to the source galaxies in the Hot catalog based on
the treatment described in section 3.7.1, the exercise of “postage stamping” is carried
out on each galaxy in the catalog using IDL. Based on the position coordinates as
specified in the catalog, the galaxy is located on its corresponding COSMOS FITS
image before the region containing the galaxy is “cut out” from the image. The main
purpose of such an exercise is to isolate the raw pixels that make up each galaxy, so
as to allow for convenient manipulation of the galaxy image subsequently.
Corresponding masks for the galaxy images are then created after they have been
“postage stamped”. These masks are essentially images of the “postage stamped”
regions containing the galaxies but are made up of pixels numbered 0 and 1. Pixels
numbered 1 are those that have been determined to correspond to pixels making up
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part of the galaxy images, and those numbered 0 are pixels that do not form the
galaxies. Masks are first created by identifying and giving the galaxy centroids a
pixel value of 1 before they are expanded to the surrounding pixels of the centroids
iteratively. This is based upon the noise threshold intensity, which will be raised
gradually until no pixel, whose intensity is lower than the threshold intensity, can
be added on. This treatment is similar to that conducted on the Hot catalog for
the selection of resolved galaxies as discussed earlier in section 3.6, and ensures that
no other nearby galaxy contained within the same “postage stamp” region will be
included as part of the mask for the intended galaxy.
A pictorial description of a mask is shown in Figure 3.16.
Figure 3.16: An example of a galaxy mask (on the right) generated from a galaxy (on
the left) present in one of the COSMOS FITS images. The pixels (whose intensities
are higher than the threshold intensity) that form the galaxy correspond to a value
of 1, while the black pixels that are not part of the galaxy (according to the noise
threshold intensity of the pixels) have a value of 0.
After the galaxy masks have been created, cosmic strings of a specified δ sin β and zl
are first laid down parallel to one another across the image, according to the string tilt
angle that has been chosen for the purpose. Depending on the value of zl and where
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the cosmic strings are laid on the image, galaxies with a similarly assigned redshift
and in the vicinity of the cosmic strings based on their original position coordinates
are then selected for lensing and hence embedding onto the original FITS image. Each
galaxy is limited to being lensed once. A standard Lee filter[84] available in IDL is
then used to smooth the embedded galaxies, to ensure that they do not introduce any
excess noise to the image as far as possible. Such a noise reduction measure serves
to reduce the overall magnitude of the embedded galaxies however; as mentioned
previously, detection efficiencies related to this issue shall be further discussed in the
next chapter.
Based on the information provided by the galaxy mask, the original galaxy on the
image is identified and its pixels on the image that similarly correspond to the mask
are moved away from the cosmic string by half the angular separation. The pixels that
fall within half the angular separation from the cosmic string are then copied onto
the opposite side of the string, after taking into account noise from the background.
However, a major disadvantage of such an embedding process is that extra noise and
error are likely to be introduced to the image. Therefore, an added measure adopted
to minimize the moving of pixels across the cosmic string involves lensing the galaxy
across the assigned angular separation, to eliminate the necessity of moving the galaxy
pixel-by-pixel, and to allow more realistic outcomes of lensing by a cosmic string to
be introduced to the images. These outcomes are in the forms of the commonly-seen
galaxy pairs, merged galaxies, and sliced galaxies, as shown in Figure 3.17.
The modified COSMOS FITS images with the embedded galaxies are then saved
for further analysis pertaining detection efficiency, according to the cosmic string
parameters that characterize the simulated strings laid across the image.
For this thesis, the modified COSMOS FITS images consist of simulated cosmic
strings with δ sin β and zl in the respective ranges of between 0.10
′′ and 7.00′′ (in
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Figure 3.17: The various types of gravitational lensing of galaxies by cosmic strings
that are simulated by the detection methodology: galaxy pairs (on the left), merged
galaxies (in the middle) and sliced galaxies (on the right). Note that the red lines in
the above three scenarios indicate where the cosmic string passes through.
steps of 0.10′′ between 0.10′′ and 2.00′′, and 0.50′′ between 2.00′′ and 7.00′′) and be-
tween 0.25 and 1.50 (in steps of 0.25). The string tilt angles β analyzed lie between
0◦ and 90◦, in steps of 15◦.
3.8 Selection of matched galaxy pairs
As previously discussed in section 3.3, observed matched galaxy pairs are the lensed
galaxy pairs whose galaxy images are morphologically similar to each other. In this
thesis, morphological similarity of the galaxy images in a lensed pair is determined
by the correlation and cross-correlation of the images, and additionally how simi-
lar the images are in terms of their variables MU MAX, FWHM IMAGE, THETA IMAGE and
ELLIPTICITY. Such a method is employed as correlation and cross-correlation sta-
tistically present an optimal way of determining how similar the two images are,
in terms of their overall shape and magnitude. Analysing their individual variables
which define their shape, orientation and magnitude as reported by SExtractor further
improves the accuracy of selecting matched pairs whose galaxy images are morpho-
logically similar to the highest degree.
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The first step involves aligning the centroids of the galaxy images and calculating




2 − ΣI2(xi, yi)2
ΣI1(xi, yi)2 + ΣI2(xi, yi)2
, (3.8)
where I1(xi, yi) and I2(xi, yi) are the intensities of each pixel in galaxy images 1
and 2 respectively, and (xi, yi) refers to the position coordinate of each pixel in the
galaxy image. In such an instance, correlation between two galaxies is determined
by comparing pixel intensities from both galaxies pixel-by-pixel. Galaxies that are
perfectly correlated have a CORR value of 0, indicating their identical magnitudes
and zero difference between each other. On the other hand, galaxies that are totally
different with each other have the highest/lowest CORR value of ±1. A pictorial
description on correlation is shown in Figure 3.18.
Cross-correlation (XCORR) between two galaxies, on the other hand, is a measure of
the similarity in shape between the two galaxy images in the lensed pair and involves
the multiplication of intensities of pixels from both galaxies, as expressed by
XCORR =
2ΣI1(xi, yi) ∗ I2(xi, yi)
ΣI1(xi, yi)2 + ΣI2(xi, yi)2
, (3.9)
where I1(xi, yi) and I2(xi, yi) are the intensities of each pixel in galaxy images 1 and
2 respectively, and (xi, yi) refers to the position coordinate of each pixel in the galaxy
image. If both galaxies have identical shapes, they are defined by a perfect XCORR
value of 1. However, galaxies that have totally different shapes from each other have
a XCORR value of 0. A pictorial description on cross-correlation is shown in Figure
3.19.
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Figure 3.18: Correlation between two galaxies in a pair, based on their pixel intensities
as defined by (3.8). Identical galaxies have a perfect correlation of 0, while galaxies
that are totally different from each other have a correlation of ±1.
Figure 3.19: Cross-correlation between two galaxies in a pair, based on the multiplica-
tion of of their pixel intensities as defined by (3.9). A cross-correlation of 1 suggests
that both galaxies are identical, while galaxies that are totally different from each
other have a cross-correlation of 0.
In summary, galaxy images in a pair with CORR values near 0 and XCORR values
near 1 possess almost identical shape and magnitude with each other.
To optimize the cut based on correlation and cross-correlation, the modified COSMOS
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FITS images generated from the image-level cosmic string simulation as described in
section 3.7.2 are first processed by SExtractor to identify the galaxies present in
the images, and again the corresponding catalogs are converted to an IDL-readable
format. Unlike the Hot catalog, however, these catalogs are not further processed
to remove galaxies that are absent in [82], since such a move would eliminate the
embedded galaxies simulating cosmic string lensing. It may be noted that the absence
of such a post-processing step would also increase the number of spurious detections
in these catalogs, as a result of noise that may be introduced into the modified images
during the embedding process.
Each galaxy is then paired up with every other galaxy that is identified in the re-
spective catalogs, with the only condition that the angular separation of each pair
∆θ be smaller than 15′′. After which, the galaxy pairs undergo correlation and cross-
correlation calculations as described by (3.8) and (3.9), based on the intensities of
pixels that make up the galaxies. The same procedure is also carried out for the
galaxies present in the untouched Hot catalog. Figure 3.20 shows the correlation-
cross-correlation distributions of the galaxy pairs from the simulated cosmic string
data and those from the original Hot catalog.
From Figure 3.20, it may be seen that the galaxy pairs from the Hot catalog form a
semi-circular distribution. The pairs whose galaxies are most morphologically similar
are found within the area of the yellow half-ellipse, as shown in the distribution
where the galaxy pairs from the simulated data are similarly concentrated. This
behaviour is expected from the simulated data, since the embedding process described
in section 3.7.2 theoretically produces galaxy pairs whose images are almost identical
to one another and therefore they are highly correlated. From cross-correlation values
approximately 0.80 and below, the distribution of the galaxy pairs from the simulated
data seemingly spreads out in a downward manner from its general concentration at
the top-centre half of the plot. Upon further investigation of these galaxy pairs,
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Figure 3.20: Correlation- cross-correlation distributions of pairs of galaxies from sim-
ulated cosmic string data, represented by the red points, and random galaxy pairs
from the Hot catalog, highlighted by the white points. The selected matched pairs
are those that fall within the area of the yellow half-ellipse, as expressed in (3.10).
they are found to contain galaxies that are too dim and small and therefore may be
considered to be part of the background as noise.
Based on the distribution of galaxy pairs from the simulated data, a cut in the form
of a half-ellipse (represented as the yellow half-ellipse in Figure 3.20) is derived:
√
(2 ∗ CORR)2 + (1−XCORR)2 < 0.29. (3.10)
Galaxy pairs from the Hot catalog that fall within the half-ellipse as expressed in
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(3.10) are therefore selected as the matched galaxy pairs. Out of the total 7119871
galaxy pairs in the distribution with angular separations smaller than 15′′, there are
48303 matched galaxy pairs present based on such a correlation cut. Note that this
cut is valid regardless of string redshift, energy density and tilt angle.
These selected matched pairs are further examined by scrutinizing their shape, ori-
entation and magnitude, to further ensure that their galaxies are as closely identical
to each other as possible and therefore to further improve the cosmic string signal-
to-noise ratio. The following variables of the galaxies, as defined by SExtractor[78],
to be looked into in detail are:
• MU MAX - a photometric parameter which refers to the peak surface brightness
of the brightest pixel of the detected object.
• FWHM IMAGE - the Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) of the detected object,
with the pixel values of the object integrated within a circular Gaussian core. It
should be noted that the Gaussian core is scaled to each detected object, and its
FWHM is essentially the diameter of the disk that contains half the flux of the
object. Additionally, the size of each pixel involved is similar to the resolution
of the COSMOS FITS images used, i.e. 0.05′′.
• THETA IMAGE - the position angle of the detected object, between the semi-
major axis of the object and the NAXIS1 image axis, and is calculated counter-
clockwise to the object. It is computed based on 2nd-order moments according
to the object’s position coordinates XMIN IMAGE and YMIN IMAGE.
• ELLIPTICITY - the degree of ellipticity of the detected object. SExtractor de-
termines ellipticity according to the expression
ELLIPTICITY = 1− B IMAGE
A IMAGE
, (3.11)
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where A IMAGE and B IMAGE are respectively the semi-major and semi-minor
axes of the object. It should be noted that images that have been filtered for
detection by SExtractor will result in detected objects being rounder than the
actual objects themselves, as registered by SExtractor’s ELLIPTICITY values.
However, the Lee filter has been applied to the data sample, as described in
the previous section, only after the images have been processed by SExtractor.
Therefore, there is no inaccuracy introduced to the ELLIPTICITY variable of the
detected objects on the Hot catalog.
A pictorial description for the parameters THETA IMAGE and ELLIPTICITY is found in
Figure 3.21.
Figure 3.21: Basic shape parameters[78] THETA IMAGE, and A IMAGE and B IMAGE for
calculating ELLIPTICITY. Note that CXX IMAGE, CYY IMAGE and CXY IMAGE are ellipse
parameters that are derived after SEXtractor parametrizes an elliptical object, and
they are useful particularly when there is a need to examine whether an SExtractor-
detected object extends over some position. However, these parameters will not be
used for the purpose of the analytical work discussed in this thesis.
Of the four SExtractor parameters to be scrutinized, only THETA IMAGE has its error
computed and provided by SExtractor in the form of ERRTHETA IMAGE. For subsequent
analytical purposes, the error for ELLIPTICITY is defined in this thesis according to
the expression










where ERRA IMAGE and ERRB IMAGE are respectively the errors of the semi-major axis
ERRA IMAGE and semi-minor axis ERRB IMAGE, which are computed and provided by
SExtractor as well.
In order to further remove selected galaxy pairs that have passed through the correlation-
cross-correlation cut earlier on but whose galaxies are not as morphologically similar
as desired based on their shape, orientation and magnitude, tighter cuts based on
MU MAX, FWHM IMAGE, THETA IMAGE and ELLIPTICITY would have to be formulated to
remove these spurious detections. This serves to improve the cosmic string signal-to-
noise ratio ultimately, as emphasized earlier.
These tighter cuts are based on the ratio of the difference for a specific variable
between the two galaxies in the matched pair to the overall error for the same variable
for the matched pair. This condition would apply to the variables ELLIPTICITY and
THETA IMAGE since they have errors provided by SExtractor or computed indirectly
through related variables, which is the case for the error for ELLIPTICITY. As for
MU MAX and FWHM IMAGE, their associated cuts are based on the ratio of the difference
for either variable between the two galaxies in the matched pair to the size of the
variable for either galaxy in the pair.
The overall errors for THETA IMAGE and ELLIPTICITY for a selected matched galaxy
pair are as derived:
ERR THETAIMAGEpair =
√
ERRTHETA IMAGE21 + ERRTHETA IMAGE
2
2, (3.13)
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ERR ELLIPTICITYpair =
√
ERR ELLIPTICITY21 + ERR ELLIPTICITY
2
2, (3.14)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the galaxies 1 and 2 in the selected matched pair.
Using (3.13) and (3.14), the expressions for the cuts based on THETA IMAGE and
ELLIPTICITY are derived as follows:
THETA IMAGE(ratio) =







where again the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the galaxies 1 and 2 in the selected matched
pair.
The expressions for the cuts based on MU MAX and FWHM IMAGE are derived as
follows:
FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) =








MU MAX1 − MU MAX2
MU MAX1
, (3.19)
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MU MAX2(ratio) =
MU MAX1 − MU MAX2
MU MAX2
, (3.20)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the galaxies 1 and 2 in the selected matched pair.
If both galaxies in the pair are identical or highly similar to each other, the matched
pair should have all ratio values equal or close to zero.
Since it is not possible to obtain or compute the errors for MU MAX and FWHM IMAGE,
an extra measure is taken whereby the ratios for both galaxies in the matched pair
of both variables would be used as required cuts, instead of having a ratio of the
difference for either variable between the two galaxies in the matched pair to the size
of the variable for just one of the 2 galaxies in the pair.
To optimize the cuts based on MU MAX, FWHM IMAGE, THETA IMAGE and ELLIPTICITY as
derived, the simulated data is first split into their respective string redshifts (zl = 0.25,
0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50). The galaxy pairs from each of the 6 sets of simulated data
that fall within the half-ellipse correlation cut, as derived in (3.10), are then further
analyzed to determine the distributions of their THETA IMAGE(ratio), ELLIPTIC-
ITY(ratio), FWHM IMAGE1(ratio), FWHM IMAGE2(ratio), MU MAX1(ratio) and
MU MAX2(ratio) values based on (3.15), (3.16), (3.17), (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20) re-
spectively. Finally, a gaussian is applied to each individual distribution, and the cut
for that distribution is derived based on the mean and standard deviation of the
distribution according to the expression
Mean - Standard deviation ≤ Variable(ratio) ≤ Mean + Standard deviation.
(3.21)
The final step involves consolidating the simulated data together regardless of string
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Variable Type
Optimized Cut
THETA IMAGE(ratio) -0.3163 ≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.3185
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) -1.5848 ≤ ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6244
FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) -0.2868 ≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.4090
FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) -0.3009 ≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.3829
MU MAX1(ratio) -0.0118 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio) ≤ 0.0124
MU MAX2(ratio) -0.0120 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio) ≤ 0.0124




THETA IMAGE(ratio) -0.1431 ≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.1367
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) -1.5544 ≤ ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.5648
FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) -0.2479 ≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.3403
FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) -0.3204 ≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.2556
MU MAX1(ratio) -0.0128 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio) ≤ 0.0128
MU MAX2(ratio) -0.0129 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio) ≤ 0.0127
Table 3.4: Combined optimized cuts for detection of cosmic strings at string redshift
zl = 0.25.
redshift, and a similar procedure described in the previous paragraph is applied to
the data once more.
The distributions of THETA IMAGE(ratio), ELLIPTICITY(ratio) and
FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) for the galaxy pairs in the simulated data are presented from
Figures I.1-I.21 in Appendix I, and for FWHM IMAGE2(ratio), MU MAX1(ratio)
and MU MAX2(ratio) from Figures J.1-J.21 in Appendix J. The sets of combined
optimized cuts based on these ratios at various string redshifts, as well as the finalized
set of cuts valid for all string redshifts, are summarized in tabulated form from Tables
3.3-3.9.
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Variable Type
Optimized Cut
THETA IMAGE(ratio) -0.1939 ≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.1899
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) -1.5906 ≤ ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6248
FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) -0.2651 ≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.3731
FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) -0.3505 ≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.2777
MU MAX1(ratio) -0.0123 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio) ≤ 0.0125
MU MAX2(ratio) -0.0124 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio) ≤ 0.0124




THETA IMAGE(ratio) -0.2304 ≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.2428
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) -1.5776 ≤ ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6382
FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) -0.2839 ≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.4063
FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) -0.3785 ≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.3005
MU MAX1(ratio) -0.0119 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio) ≤ 0.0123
MU MAX2(ratio) -0.0120 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio) ≤ 0.0122




THETA IMAGE(ratio) -0.2787 ≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.2889
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) -1.5760 ≤ ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6386
FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) -0.3003 ≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.4361
FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) -0.4019 ≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.3153
MU MAX1(ratio) -0.0117 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio) ≤ 0.0123
MU MAX2(ratio) -0.0117 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio) ≤ 0.0123
Table 3.7: Combined optimized cuts for detection of cosmic strings at string redshift
zl = 1.00.
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Variable Type
Optimized Cut
THETA IMAGE(ratio) -0.3537 ≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.3645
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) -1.6060 ≤ ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6336
FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) -0.3134 ≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.4526
FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) -0.4197 ≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.3247
MU MAX1(ratio) -0.0115 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio) ≤ 0.0123
MU MAX2(ratio) -0.0116 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio) ≤ 0.0122
Table 3.8: Combined optimized cuts for detection of cosmic strings at string redshift
zl = 1.25.
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Variable Type
Optimized Cut
THETA IMAGE(ratio) -0.6207 ≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.5901
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) -1.6290 ≤ ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6446
FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) -0.3206 ≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.4698
FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) -0.4305 ≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.3385
MU MAX1(ratio) -0.0112 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio) ≤ 0.0124
MU MAX2(ratio) -0.0113 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio) ≤ 0.0123
Table 3.9: Combined optimized cuts for detection of cosmic strings at string redshift
zl = 1.50.








Table 3.10: Number of matched galaxy pairs in the COSMOS survey based on com-
bined optimized cuts for various string redshift zl.
Finally, the sets of combined optimized cuts for various string redshifts zl are applied
on the selected matched galaxy pairs obtained after the correlation cut as described
earlier. The finalized number of matched pairs in the COSMOS survey at various
string redshifts zl are tabulated in Table 3.10.
Generally, it may be seen that the sets of combined optimized cuts, together with the
correlation cut, reduce the background by approximately a factor of between 1800
and 2000.
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Chapter 4
Analysis
This chapter reviews the evidence for cosmic string signals based on the detection
methodology, as described in chapter 3, which is devised on the basis of the theoretical
framework involving the gravitational lensing signature exhibited by cosmic strings.
A discussion on the overall efficiency of the detection technique will also be covered.
Limits on cosmic string parameters will also be established based on observational
data from the COSMOS survey, in order to ascertain the characteristics of cosmic
strings should they exist.
4.1 Distribution of matched galaxy pairs
Based on the results in Table 3.10, the matched galaxy pairs obtained at the various
redshifts from their respective cuts are binned according to their angular separations
and their distributions plotted on a normalized background distribution of galaxy
pairs, the latter being the galaxy pairs matched from sources in the original Hot
catalog with no cuts applied to the data. Such a background distribution is prepared
by statistically normalizing its galaxy pairs with angular separations ranging between
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7′′ and 15′′ to the number of morphologically similar lensed galaxy pairs (i.e. matched
galaxy pairs) with angular separations over the same range. This range of angular
separations is chosen as massive cosmic strings producing lensed galaxy pairs with
angular separations greater than 7′′ have been ruled out to exist[55, 60], and there are
also concerns that image-edge effects may become dominant should normalization be
carried out beyond this range.
The binned distribution is divided into 7 redshift bins, based on the respective opti-
mized cuts used for obtaining the matched galaxy pairs as described in Tables 3.3-3.9
for the respective string redshifts zl. Each redshift bin consists of cosmic strings tilted
at 0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦. Using simulated string data generated at the
catalog level according to section 3.7.1, galaxy pairs lensed by these simulated cosmic
strings of varying δ sin β and zl are normalized and divided into 60 data bins (for
the entire region of angular separations between 0′′ and 15′′). Their distributions are
then overlaid onto the normalized background distribution. Peaks made from the pil-
ing up of excess matched galaxy pairs above the background at angular separations
smaller than 7′′ and corresponding to the peaks from the simulated catalog-level data
therefore would suggest the existence of cosmic strings with characteristic parameters
similar to the simulated data.
The normalization factor for the background distribution is given by
Normalization =
nmatched galaxy pairs before applying cut
ngalaxy pairs in background × nredshift bins , (4.1)
where nmatched galaxy pairs before applying cut refers to the number of matched galaxy pairs
(after passing the correlation- cross-correlation cut) before applying the optimized cut,
ngalaxy pairs in background is number of all galaxy pairs in the background distribution, and
nredshift bins is the number of redshift bins, which in this case is 7.
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It may be emphasized that the detection methodology discussed in this thesis does
not solely encompass the search for perfectly straight cosmic strings. The use of a
range of string tilt angles β highlights the ability of the methodology to cater to very
long cosmic strings that are moderately curved, and therefore likely tilted at various
angles when they appear to be straight in the fiducial regions of the individual images
being analyzed owing to the large magnitude of their lengths. However, it should also
be noted that the detection methodology has no sensitivity to any actual curvature
of curved cosmic strings in the overall field of view of the COSMOS survey.
Due to the overwhelming amount of figures pertaining the binned distributions of
matched galaxy pairs that have been generated, only binned distributions of matched
galaxy pairs for string energy-densities δ sin β of 2.00′′ and 4.00′′ selected from the
finalized optimized cuts valid for all string redshifts summarized in Table 3.3 shall
be presented in this chapter. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 highlight those for string energy
densities δ sin β of 2.00′′ and 4.00′′ at string redshift zl of 0.25, while those at string
redshifts zl at 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25 and 1.50 may be found in Appendix K.
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Figure 4.1: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 2.00′′ and string redshift zl = 0.25. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower
curve shows the expected number of matched galaxy pairs after taking into account
measurement inefficiencies.
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Figure 4.2: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 4.00′′ and string redshift zl = 0.25. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower
curve shows the expected number of matched galaxy pairs after taking into account
measurement inefficiencies.
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As can be seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, as well as in Appendix K, the shape of the
background (solid line) is characterized by the normalization of its distributions of
galaxy pairs generated from the Hot catalog as described earlier, and additionally
between approximately 0′′ and 0.4′′ it may be observed that there are no galaxy pairs
present in the background distribution. The absence of galaxy pairs within this range
of angular separations is due to the merging of galaxies with angular separations
smaller than 0.4′′ by SExtractor, while at 0.4′′ and above the background galaxy
pairs and the matched pairs increase linearly as expected with increasing angular
separation.
Additionally, there are two curves in each of the figures representing the same set of
simulated data. The lower curve includes inefficiencies in the detection methodology
that are accounted for and will be discussed in the next section, while the upper curve
consists of simulated matched galaxy pairs with no detection inefficiency taken into
account.
For the region of angular separations between 0.4′′ and 7′′, it may be noted that there
are 24 bins, out of a total of 60 data bins as mentioned earlier, which correspond
to 24 degrees of freedom (dof). The χ2 values of the matched galaxy pairs to the
normalized background from the respective cuts in Tables 3.3-3.9 are calculated as
shown in Table 4.1, as well as their corresponding p-values.




nmatched galaxy pairs before applying cut
nmatched galaxy pairs in background × nredshift bins − nobserved matched galaxy pairs
)2
nobserved matched galaxy pairs
,
(4.2)
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String redshift zl χ
2 χ2/24 - dof p-value
0.25 29.2123 1.16849 0.212243
0.50 33.5779 1.34312 0.092455
0.75 35.0241 1.40096 0.068044
1.00 33.9396 1.35758 0.085748
1.25 30.0975 1.20390 0.181541
1.50 27.6742 1.10697 0.274021
Cut for all zl 34.2288 1.36915 0.080684
Table 4.1: Values of χ2 and χ2/24 - dof, and p-values of the matched galaxy pairs
to the normalized background as determined by their respective cuts from Tables
3.3-3.9.
where nmatched galaxy pairs before applying cut is the number of matched galaxy pairs (af-
ter passing the correlation- cross-correlation cut) before applying the optimized cut,
ngalaxy pairs in background is the number of all galaxy pairs in the background distribution,
nredshift bins refers to the number of redshift bins, and nobserved matched galaxy pairs is the
number of observed matched galaxy pairs after applying the optimized cut.
From Table 4.1, it can be seen that the p-values obtained range between approx-
imately 7% to 27%, and their respective values of χ2/24 - dof range between ap-
proximately 1.11 and 1.40. Based on the normalized background distribution and
on comparison with peaks of the simulated piling up of excess matched galaxy pairs
from cosmic strings of various δ sin β and zl as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 and in
Appendix K, it may be conclusively reported that there is no observed evidence for an
excess of matched pairs, based on the optimized cuts presented in Tables 3.3-3.9, at
small angular separations between 0.4′′ and 7′′ that suggests the existence of cosmic
strings in the COSMOS survey.
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4.2 Efficiency of detection methodology
In order to understand how efficient the detection methodology (as described in chap-
ter 3) is, galaxies are embedded onto the original COSMOS FITS images as accurately
as possible, so as to simulate lensing events on the images in the presence of cosmic
strings. These modified images which simulate cosmic strings at varying β and zl on
the image-level, as discussed in section 3.7.2, are then analyzed to find out how many
embedded galaxies are detected in each image. The value obtained is then compared
with the number of galaxies that has been embedded into the image. In other words,
efficiency is calculated by the following relationship:
Efficiency =
nmatched pairs after embedding − nmatched pairs before embedding
nembedded
(4.3)
where nembedded is the number of galaxies embedded into each image, nmatched pairs after embedding
is the number of matched galaxy pairs detected in the image with embedded galaxies
present, and nmatched pairs before embedding is the number of matched galaxy pairs detected
in the corresponding image with no galaxies embedded in it. As a reminder, it may
be noted that for both nmatched pairs after embedding and nmatched pairs before embedding, the
matched galaxy pairs from both the original and modified COSMOS FITS images
are subjected to the condition that they must have angular separations smaller than
15′′.
The efficiencies are plotted according to the string tilt angle β as a function of string
energy density δ sin β and string redshift zl, as shown in Figure 4.3 for β at 0
◦ and in
Appendix L for β at 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦.
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Figure 4.3: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs with
tilt angle β = 0◦, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and redshift zl. For the
top figure, the bold line represents string redshift zl = 0.25, the dotted line zl = 0.50
and the dashed line zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents
string redshift zl = 1.00, the dash-dot-dot-dot line zl = 1.25 and the line of long
dashes zl = 1.50. Note that the efficiencies based on the detection methodology with
the optimized cuts (as described in section 3.8) are relatively independent of zl, for
strings at low redshifts below zl = 0.75. However, they appear to be relatively poor
for detecting light cosmic strings with δ sin β below 2.00′′ at high redshifts above zl =
1.00.
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It may be observed that for low string redshifts zl below 1.00, the detection efficiency
is generally independent of zl and consistent with increasing δ sin β, regardless of
β. A point of note is that there will be an absence of matched galaxy pairs with
angular separations at 0.40′′ and smaller, as a result of the merging of these galaxies
by SExtractor as mentioned previously in section 4.1. Depending on β, detection
inefficiencies due to this factor may be evident for light cosmic strings with δ sin β
smaller than approximately 0.30′′ and zl greater than 0.50, where the loss of observed
matched galaxy pairs and hence cosmic string signals translates to zero efficiency in
this region.
Additionally, high efficiencies are generally observed for light strings with low zl below
0.75 and δ sin β smaller than 1.00′′, as indicated by the spikes between 0′′ and 1.00′′
in Figures 4.3(top), L.1(top), L.2(top), L.3(top), L.4(top), L.5(top) and L.6(top).
This suggests strongly that the detection methodology is especially suitable for the
detection of low-mass cosmic strings at low redshifts, regardless of the string tilt
angle. Such high efficiencies at low δ sin β and low zl may be attributed to the fact
that at low zl, resolved galaxies are generally brighter and more well-defined in terms
of shape and orientation. Therefore, the embedding process as described in section
3.7.2 runs little risk of introducing excessive noise onto the modified FITS images,
since such galaxy centroids identified and selected for embedding have low noise levels
owing to their well-defined pixel intensities.
At high string redshifts zl above 1.00, detection efficiencies tend to improve with
increasing zl and δ sin β; in other words, the detection methodology works gener-
ally well for detecting massive cosmic strings at high zl. For light cosmic strings at
low δ sin β, efficiencies tend to be relatively poor as evident in the zero efficiencies
at δ sin β below 2.00′′ generally in Figures 4.3(bottom), L.1(bottom), L.2(bottom),
L.3(bottom), L.4(bottom), L.5(bottom) and L.6(bottom). It may be noted that such
poor efficiencies may be attributed to dim galaxies at high redshifts being introduced
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into the embedding process, where at small angular separations and hence low δ sin β,
the associated matched pairs from these galaxies are likely lost as noise during Lee
filtering as discussed in section 3.7.2 and thus contributed to the presence of zero ef-
ficiencies as observed. The observed spikes in efficiencies from zero is again likely due
to well-defined resolved galaxies embedded but whose original magnitude may have
been dimmed as a result of Lee filtering, and whose final magnitudes then correspond
to high redshifts. The overall inconsistent behaviour of the efficiencies as evident
at high zl can also be due to higher-than-desired noise levels introduced during the
embedding process at higher redshifts.
Another point of note is that detection efficiencies tend to be dependent on β with
increasing zl, especially for the detection of light cosmic strings with low δ sin β.
These efficiencies, plotted in terms of zl, are shown in Figure 4.4 for zl at 0.25 and
in Appendix M for other values of zl. Generally, at low zl below 1.00, the efficiencies
are relatively consistent regardless of β, as shown in Figure 4.4 and Figures M.1-M.2.
At high zl above 1.00, however, the efficiencies of detecting strings with low δ sin β
become increasingly dependent on β, as shown in Figures M.3-M.5. An observed
trend is that efficiencies tend to be poor at low δ sin β for β at 0◦ and 90◦, which is
especially the case at zl values of 1.25 and 1.50.
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Figure 4.4: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs at
string redshift zl = 0.25, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and string tilt
angle β. For the top figure, the bold line represents β = 0◦, the dotted line β = 15◦
and the dashed line β = 30◦. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents β =
45◦, the dash-dot-dot-dot line β = 60◦, the line with long dashes β = 75◦, and the
dotted line β = 90◦. Note that the efficiencies based on the detection methodology
with the optimized cuts, as described in section 3.8, are relatively independent of β
at low zl.
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4.3 Establishment of limits on cosmic strings
Although results from section 4.1 suggest that there is no experimental evidence for
the observation of cosmic strings in the COSMOS survey, however, similar observa-
tional data from the COSMOS survey may be used to establish limits on the types
of cosmic strings that may potentially exist according to their characterizing param-
eters, based on the detected strength of the cosmic string signals represented by the
number of matched galaxy pairs observed as shown in section 4.1 earlier.
As discussed in sections 3.7 and 3.8, varying combinations of cosmic string parameters
(such as the mass of cosmic strings (represented by its tension µ from (B.4) and
generally by its energy density δ sin β), string redshift zl and string tilt angle β)
give rise to the production of different numbers of lensed galaxy pairs with varying
degrees of angular separation, which ultimately dictates the clarity and strength of
the cosmic string signals being detected based on the methodology outlined in chapter
3. Therefore, an important outcome of this section is to statistically determine the
types of cosmic strings (based on the combinations of cosmic string parameters) that
may or may not be present, should cosmic strings exist in the universe.
A point of note is that it is not feasible and logical to perform similar measurements,
as described by this thesis, many times on many different locations of the sky as
the probability of obtaining results similar to the COSMOS survey from such other
astronomical surveys is statistically zero. It may thus be necessary to assume that
the results presented in sections 4.1 and 4.2, based on its representative detection
methodology, would vary about a Gaussian probability distribution function if the
same set of measurements is repeatedly performed at different locations in param-
eter space, and not in physical location that has been conducted only once. Such
measurements may be done through the interpretation of classical statistics.
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This thesis shall adopt classical one-sided Neyman confidence limits as outlined in [87],
the latter constructed to solve issues pertaining Poisson processes with background
and Gaussian errors with a bounded physical region[87].
Reviewing Neyman confidence limits as defined by [87], assume that [µ1, µ2] is a
member of a set of confidence intervals whose property is defined by
P (µ ∈ [µ1, µ2]) = α, (4.4)
where µ is an arbitrary parameter whose true value is unknown, µ1 and µ2 are func-
tions of an observable x that is to be measured only once, and α refers to the confidence
level. Essentially (4.4) means that for every allowed value of µ, the unknown true
value of µ is found in the confidence intervals in a fraction α of experiments with
a fixed µ value. Note that this interpretation contrasts that of Bayesian statistics,
where (4.4) would imply that the probability of finding the true value of µ in [µ1, µ2]
is α. For values of µ resulting in P(µ ∈ [µ1, µ2]) < α, it may be said that the confi-
dence intervals “under-cover” for those µ values. Conversely, the confidence intervals
“over-cover” for values of µ that give rise to P(µ ∈ [µ1, µ2]) > α.
Additionally, classical Neyman confidence limits call for the use of “confidence belts”
for a measured parameter of an observable and one unknown parameter. Applying
(4.4) to a probability distribution function P(x | µ), (4.4) may be re-expressed as
P (µ ∈ [µ1, µ2]|µ) = α. (4.5)
(4.5) is defined similarly as (4.4), but subject to a fixed value of µ. Quoting the
diagram from [87] as shown in Figure 4.5, “confidence belts” are derived based on
determining the value of P(x | µ) along the horizontal x-axis for each value of µ. The
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first step involves selecting unique intervals [x1, x2] along the x-axis such that they
obey (4.5). These intervals are known as “acceptance regions”, before they are drawn
as line segments according to their corresponding µ values. To do this, a common
criterion such as
P (x < x1|µ) = 1− α (4.6)
leading to upper confidence limits is chosen, so as to specify uniquely the selected
“acceptance regions”. The final step involves performing an experiment to measure
the observable x and obtain the value x0 from the experimental data, before finally
drawing a vertical dashed line, as shown in Figure 4.5, through x0 on the x-axis.
Therefore the confidence interval joins all µ values, whereby the corresponding “ac-
ceptance region” is cut off by the dashed line. Generally, only the end-points of the
interval are drawn and not the entire horizontal line, and the end-points are then
joined up with corresponding ones to form the “confidence belt”.
The concepts of “under-coverage” and “over-coverage” as discussed earlier may now
be applied to “confidence belts”. When confidence intervals “under-cover”, it may
be said that for P(µ ∈ [µ1, µ2]) < α, some of the µ values may not be covered in α%
of the time, i.e. less than what the “confidence belt” suggests. On the other hand,
when confidence intervals “over-cover”, it may likewise be said that for P(µ ∈ [µ1,
µ2]) > α, there are more µ values covered than what the “confidence belt” suggests
for α% of the time.
In general circumstances “under-coverage” and “over-coverage” are unavoidable issues
in Neyman confidence limits, and often give rise to wrong values of µ that may be
conservative or unphysical, or confidence intervals that are smaller than expected. To
overcome these problems, Feldman and Cousins have proposed the use of likelihood
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Figure 4.5: An example of a “confidence belt”[87]. Typically, only the end-points of
the “acceptance regions” are marked out and joined with other corresponding end-
points to form the “confidence belt”, instead of the horizontal lines as shown.
ratios in [87] to determine values of µ that should become part of the confidence
interval. These ratios are calculated for all values of µ present in [µ1, µ2]. µ values
with the biggest likelihood ratios are then added to the confidence region first, and
this procedure ends when the sum of P(µ ∈ [µ1, µ2]) meets the desired confidence
level α.
Other methods on how “under-coverage” and “over-coverage” in Neyman confidence
limits may be overcome are discussed in [88] and [89].
Applying (4.6) to a Gaussian probability distribution function of a measurement
conducted only once,
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where this expression may be taken to be the probability of finding a measurement
that is outside the confidence interval [x1, x2] for an observable x, given a fixed value
of µ and standard deviation σ.
For the purpose of this thesis, the establishment of cosmic string limits is achieved by
comparing simulated cosmic string data at the catalog level (prepared as described in
section 3.7.1) with results reported in section 4.1. Firstly, galaxy pairs with angular
separations between 0.4′′ and 7′′ from simulated cosmic string signals are added up;
note that massive cosmic strings producing lensed galaxy pairs with angular separa-
tions greater than 7′′ have been ruled out to exist, as discussed in section 4.1, and
therefore no cosmic string signals should be detected at angular separations beyond
7′′. The observed matched galaxy pairs based on the optimized correlation and vari-
able cuts and also the random galaxy pairs making up the background as shown
in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, as well as in Appendix K, are also respectively added up
over a similar angular separation range for cosmic string signal pairs. Now, applying
one-sided classical Neyman 95% confidence limits, (4.6) may be re-expressed as
P (nobserved matched pairs < nbackground pairs + nlimit) = 0.95, (4.8)
where nobserved matched pairs is the number of observed matched galaxy pairs based on the
optimized correlation and variable cuts, nbackground pairs refers to random background
galaxy pairs and nlimit is the minimum number of galaxy pairs that are consistent
with statistical fluctuations in the background. Redefining (4.7) for the detection of
cosmic string signals, given a relatively large number of background pairs as evident
in section 4.1,
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where nx is the number of galaxy pairs observed either due to the existence of cos-
mic strings or background statistical fluctuations, µ is given by the difference be-
tween nobserved matched pairs and nbackground pairs, and σ is given by
√
nobserved matched pairs
or equivalently the overall number of galaxy pairs whose images are morphologically
similar. In other words (4.9) suggests that nlimit = nx, for which 95% of the area
under the Gaussian distribution is to the left of nx, and a 95% confidence limit is set
on the right side of the distribution. Any excess number of galaxy pairs giving rise
to nx > nlimit may be said with 95% confidence that these galaxy pairs must be due
to cosmic strings, and not from background fluctuations. This also implies that any
combination of cosmic string parameters that produces galaxy pairs nsimulated signal pairs,
based on the simulated cosmic string data, greater than nlimit may be excluded on
a 95% confidence level as no cosmic strings are observed in the COSMOS survey,
and if cosmic strings exist it must be due to nsimulated signal pairs < nlimit (where nx =
nsimulated signal pairs in this case), i.e. to the left side of the Gaussian distribution where
cosmic string signals cannot be distinguished from the background fluctuations.
95% confidence limits for the 6 redshift bins, as well as the final optimized cut for all
redshifts, for cosmic strings at a tilt angle of 0◦ (as discussed in section 4.1) are derived
as shown in Figure 4.6, based on nsimulated signal pairs from catalog-level simulated cosmic
string data. Similar plots for other tilt angles β may be found in Appendix O. It may
be observed that all 7 lines representing the respective cuts exhibit limits extending
between the range of 1.00′′ and 7.00′′ in terms of string energy density δ sin β, as well
as for the average limit represented by the bold line which is based on the average of
the 7 lines. On the right axis of Figure 4.6 and Figures O.1-O.6 is the variable Gµ/c2,
where the energy-density of the cosmic string is related to its mass according to the





= δ sin β. (4.10)
Out to a string redshift zl between 0.70 and 0.80 (depending on string tilt angle β),
no evidence of cosmic strings has been found according to Figure 4.6 and Figures O.1-
O.6, and a 95% upper confidence limit may be placed on Gµ/c2 < 0.3×10−6. This
value for Gµ/c2 also corresponds to the mass of the lightest cosmic strings that may
be found according to results from the COSMOS survey, should cosmic strings exist.
The region “Excluded” marked out on the left side of each figure implies that cosmic
strings with such characterizing parameters may be excluded with 95% confidence,
and the converse may be said for the “Not Excluded” region on the right side of
the figure. For clarity, similar plots where the lines are labelled according to their
respective cuts for the different redshift bins, in comparison with the average, may
be found in Appendix N.






where ρstrings refers to the mass density of cosmic strings and ρcrit is the critical
density of the universe as defined in (A.14). Incorporating results from the 95%
upper confidence limits imposed on Gµ/c2 previously, Ωstrings may be re-expressed as
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Figure 4.6: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 0◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2. The
bold line represents the average limit for all string redshifts zl, while the dashed lines
represent the respective limits from each redshift bin and that for the optimized cut
for all string redshifts. Corresponding labelled plots may be found in Figures N.1 and
N.2 in Appendix N.
where Ltotal is the total length of the cosmic string in a hypothetical horizon volume
with a value of 1200η, η is the comoving radius as defined by (A.20), H0 refers to
the Hubble constant and µ is the linear mass density of the cosmic string. It may
be further elaborated that η is calculated based on the average of the redshift limits
(according to results from Figures O.1-O.6) and is also dependent on the ΛCDM
cosmological model where ΩΛ = 0.76 and ΩM = 0.24, and the Hubble parameter h
= 0.7. The horizon volume, where it is assumed to contain many cosmic strings to
allow for their detection in the COSMOS survey on a 95% confidence level according
to monte-carlo simulations, is expressed as
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Horizon volume =
(solid angle of horizon volume)× η3
3
, (4.13)
where the solid angle of the horizon volume is 4pi steradian. The mass density of










(4.12) is therefore obtained after substituting (4.14) and (4.15) into (4.11). The
established limits on Ωstrings, at 95% confidence for the various redshift bins, for
cosmic strings at tilt angle 0◦ is shown in Figure 4.7.
The established limits on Ωstrings, at 95% confidence for the various redshift bins, for
cosmic strings at other tilt angles β may be found in Appendix P.
The established limits according to results from Figure 4.7 and Figures P.1-P.6. are
then tabulated according to the mass of the cosmic strings, with the light cosmic
strings defined as those with Gµ/c2 ≈ 0.3×10−6, and Gµ/c2 ≈ 2.0×10−6 for massive
cosmic strings. These tables may be found in Appendix Q.
To conclude, based on the consolidated results on Tables Q.1-Q.7, the limits for the
various β of cosmic strings exclude between approximately 0.16% and 0.20% of the
mass density Ωstrings for light cosmic strings, and approximately between 1.4% and
4.4% of Ωstrings for the massive cosmic strings. Such limits are determined on the
assumption that all strings represented by these limits have the same value of Gµ/c2.
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Figure 4.7: 95% upper confidence limits on the mass density of cosmic strings Ωstrings,
as a function of string mass Gµ/c2, for string tilt angle β = 0◦. For the top figure,
the dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the
dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and the
dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dotted line represents
the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the dashed line for string
redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and the dashed-dot-dot line for
zl = 1.50. The bold line in both figures represents the average limit for all zl.
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Conclusion
This chapter shall summarize the techniques involved in the search for cosmic strings
in the COSMOS survey, based on the gravitational lensing signature of cosmic strings.
The results obtained from the subsequent analyses using the techniques and their
implications shall be discussed.
In the introductory chapter, a brief description of the standard cosmological model
and its main failures in explaining certain observed cosmological phenomena are high-
lighted. Additionally it remains unable to account for baryon asymmetry in the uni-
verse, as well as the nature of dark matter which is postulated to be dominant form
of matter in the universe when Ω ≈ 1.
In chapter 2, cosmic strings are introduced as a relic of the Big Bang capable of
bridging the gap between string theory and the standard model of particle physics in
supersymmetric grand unified theories. Modern theories involving string cosmology
require the formation of cosmic strings during brane collisions, and as such how
cosmic strings are formed based on the abelian-Higgs mechanism during the earliest
moments of the Big Bang and their evolution and dynamics during the expansion
of the universe subsequently are touched upon. Most importantly, cosmic strings
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possess gravitational properties that makes it plausible for their detection based on
their gravitational lensing signature. In this case, it is noted that the consequence of
the conical spacetime nature of a straight and static cosmic string is the formation of
double images of light sources behind the string itself, where the angular separation





where ∆θ is the angular separation between the images, δ is the deficit angle, l is the
distance between the string and the object, d is the distance between the string and
the observer, and β is the tilt angle of the string towards the observer. Equivalently,





where Dls is the distance between the cosmic string l and the lensed background
object s and Dos is the distance between the observer o and the lensed background
object s. ∆θ forms the basis of the technique for cosmic string detection as discussed
in this thesis, where galaxy pairs with ∆θ less than 15′′ in the COSMOS survey are
analyzed for the morphological similarity between their images to see if they are likely
formed by cosmic strings.
Chapter 3 discusses the methodology behind the technique for the detection of cosmic
strings based on their gravitational lensing signature, and the COSMOS survey and
SExtractor are briefly touched on regarding their science goals and functions respec-
tively. 663244 galaxies from the COSMOS survey have been resolved and identified
as possible lensed source galaxies by cosmic strings, and from these galaxies a total
of 7119871 possible galaxy pairs with ∆θ less than 15′′ are generated. Simulations
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of cosmic strings on the image level subsequently enable optimized cuts based on
the shape, magnitude and orientation of galaxies to be formulated and these cuts,
together with cuts based on correlation- cross-correlation, are then applied to the
background of all possible galaxy pairs to search for cosmic string signals at various
string redshifts made up of these selected matched galaxy pairs that are morphologi-
cally similar. Such cuts reduce the background by approximately a factor of between
1800 and 2000.
Finally, the binned distributions of matched galaxy pairs are analyzed with catalog-
level cosmic string simulation data in chapter 4. This is to search for any piling up
of matched galaxy pairs that correspond to the simulated data, which may suggest
the existence of cosmic strings at a specific string redshift and energy-density. The
efficiency of the detection technique is also discussed and summarized in Figure 4.3
and Appendix L, as well as in Figure 4.4 and Appendix M. Limits on cosmic string
parameters to determine the characteristics of cosmic strings, if they exist, are also
established, based on classical one-sided Neyman confidence limits on the 95% upper
confidence level as shown in Figure 4.6 and Appendix O, and additionally in Figure
4.7 and Appendix P.
Subsequently, from the results in chapter 4, it may be concluded that there is no
observational evidence that suggests the existence of cosmic strings in the COSMOS
survey, based on their gravitational lensing signature. However, 95% upper limits
have been set for Gµ/c2 < 0.3×10−6 out to string redshifts between 0.70 and 0.80
and for Ωstrings as tabulated in Appendix Q, for very long cosmic strings that are
moderately curved and therefore likely tilted at various string tilt angles β.
The limits established on Gµ/c2 and tabulated in section 4.3 may be compared with
established limits on Gµ/c2 based on direct searches for cosmic strings in the cosmic
microwave background(CMB)[60] and for their gravitational lensing signature in vari-
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Survey Bounds(modelling)/Direct Search Gµ/c2
GOODS[35] 0.30 × 10−6
COSMOS[86] 0.30 × 10−6
CMB[60] 2.92 × 10−6
Planck(CMB)[54] 0.70 × 10−6
CMB + SDSS modelling[59] 0.64 × 10−6
LIGO(Gravitational waves)[58] 10−7 and 10−6
Gravitational waves[57] ≤ 1.50 × 10−8
Table 5.1: Established limits on cosmic strings based on direct searches in the cos-
mic microwave background(CMB) in various surveys, as well as those according to
parameter fits to the CMB and searches for gravitational waves. Limits established
based on direct searches for the gravitational lensing signature of cosmic strings in
earlier papers([35, 86]) are also shown for comparison.
ous surveys[35, 86], as well as those based on parameter fits to the CMB[53, 54, 55, 56]
and to data from searches for gravitational waves[57, 58]. These are tabulated as
shown in Table 5.1. It may be noted that generally, the limits for Gµ/c2 discussed
in this thesis are comparable with other searches, while the limits for Ωstrings are now
mass-dependent as compared to [35]. [61] has established limits in the range 10−13 <
Gµ/c2 < 10−9 based on brightness variability of quasars detected in SDSS, although
the detection method involves gravitational microlensing which is sensitive to the
detection of cosmic strings with very low masses.
The focus of this thesis is on non-relativistic cosmic strings which are long and straight
in nature, though the detection methodology allows for the detection of moderately
curved strings. The latter translates to long and straight strings, which appear to
be tilted at various angles in the fiducial regions of the individual images from the
COSMOS survey. It should, however, be noted that the detection methodology has
no sensitivity to curvature of cosmic strings directly. Much work may be done re-
garding the detection of cosmic strings based on their gravitational lensing signature,
especially for relativistic cosmic strings whereby phenomena such as cosmic shear and
therefore distortion to the lensed galaxy images may have to be accounted for, as well
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as cosmic string loops. Less massive cosmic strings (on the mass scale of between
10−13 and 10−10) are hypothesized to exist towards the end of brane inflation[93], and
their discovery would validate various string cosmological models[94, 95]. Cosmic
string loops are also thought to seed dark matter clumps[96], and would ultimately
serve as a useful means to understand dark matter.
Additionally, improved resolutions and larger survey areas in modern-day wide-field
high-resolution surveys such as SNAP[91], SDSS[90] and LSST[92] allow for a greater
portion of the sky to be searched for cosmic strings eventually, and techniques dis-
cussed in this thesis may be pursued and applied in these surveys.
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We note that for a homogeneous and isotropic universe, the FRW metric is written
in the form
ds2 = dt2 − a2dl2, (A.1)
where t refers to physical time, a(t) is the scale factor and dl2 is the line element for
a homogeneous and isotropic three-dimensional space of constant curvature.
The scale factor a(t) in the FRW metric is constrained to obey Einstein’s field equa-
tions, therefore from general relativity the energy-momentum tensor T µν for the mat-
ter content must possess the same symmetries as the FRW metric, taking the following
form of a perfect cosmological fluid:
Tαβ = (ρ+ p)uαuβ − pgαβ, (A.2)
where Tαβ is the energy-momentum tensor for matter content in the universe, and ρ
and p refer to energy density and pressure of the fluid. Both ρ and p are functions of
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physical time t, and uα is the four-velocity of the comoving matter[6]. By the local
conservation of energy, we note that








p = 0, (A.4)
where the second term of equation accounts for the dilution of the energy density as
the universe expands, and the third term represents the work done by the pressure of
the fluid.
The equation of state for matter in the universe is given by
p = p(ρ), (A.5)
and based on the special Einstein-de Sitter limiting case, should the universe be filled
with non-relativistic matter with negligible pressure in the form of dust, then it may




For radiation in the universe, however, the equation of state is taken to be that of an
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It should also be noted that when matter in the universe becomes non-relativistic, it





where ρm and ρr are the energy density of matter and radiation in the universe
respectively.
Hence, from the following Einstein equation
Rαβ − 1
2
gαβR + Λgαβ = 8piGTαβ, (A.10)
where Λ is known as the cosmological constant and G is the gravitational constant,















This, together with (A.9) and the equations of state (A.4) and (A.6), determines the
evolution of the universe.







it is intuitive that in a flat FRW universe where k is 0, the scale factor a(t) will vary
with t as
a(t) ∝ t 12 . (A.13)





where ρcrit is the critical density whose value lies between the densities for open and
closed universes, and which is also equivalent to the density of a flat FRW universe.
For a flat and matter-dominated FRW universe with zero pressure, on the other hand,
the scale factor a(t) will vary with t as
a(t) ∝ t 23 . (A.15)





as determined from the Friedmann equation for k = 0. The rough age of the universe
measured from the initial singularity at a = 0 may also be determined from the
expression, given by








where H0 is the Hubble constant. This expression, together with (A.13), is known as
the Einstein-de Sitter solution[6].
The differences between an open, flat and closed FRW universe are summarized by





Ω < 1, Ω = 1 and Ω > 1 are corresponding density parameters for open, flat and
closed universes respectively.
The critical density for a flat FRW universe may also be divided up into energy
densities of matter, radiation and vacuum energy. Under such a circumstance, the











As expected, for a flat universe,
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Ω ≡ Ωm + Ωr + Ων = 1. (A.22)
Finally, we note that the FRW-based open, flat and closed universes have cosmological
horizons. Such a horizon is derived from the largest radius, rhoriz, for the three-surface
in spacetime, from which a light ray could have reached an observer in the time from








This distance, rhoriz, which is also known as the comoving radius, divides particles
of the cosmological fluid from which the observer could have received information,
at time t, from other particles that could not have received the information. The
physical distance to the horizon (i.e. the horizon size) at the time of the observations








In other words, for an observer to receive light signal from particles at time t, the
particles must lie within dH. For a flat FRW universe, dH = 2t in the radiation-
dominated era, whereas for the matter-dominated era, dH = 3t.
Appendix B
Cosmic string dynamics
B.1 Cosmic strings in flat spacetime
The dynamics of cosmic strings are primarily described by the Nambu-Goto action[64,
65] for a string. Firstly the cosmic string may be treated as a one-dimensional object
with its world history expressed by a two-dimensional string worldsheet, given by
xα = xα(ζa), (B.1)
where a = 0, 1 and ζa is an arbitrary parameter. At a = 0, ζ0 is time-like while ζ1 is
space-like at a = 1.







where gαβ is a four-dimensional worldsheet metric. The corresponding two-dimensional
metric in this case is then












where γ refers to det(γab), σ is ζ
1 and µ refers to the linear mass density of a cosmic
string (note that the Lagrangian for the expression is simply −µ), is somewhat similar






The Nambu-Goto action is varied with respect to xα(ζa), and using
dγ = γγabdγab, (B.6)






,b = 0, (B.7)




gατ (gτβ,λ + gτλ,β − gβλ,τ ). (B.8)
It should be noted that friction[66] has been neglected in the above treatment, as a
result of thermal particles that are presumed to scatter off the cosmic string. For
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those cosmic strings formed at a later phase transition, friction is dominant in cosmic
string dynamics almost throughout the entire thermal history of the universe. It is,
however, generally negligible for significantly long periods of time for cosmic strings
that are formed at the GUT scale.
Again, by varying the Nambu-Goto action with respect to the metric gαβ, the general
expression for the energy-momentum tensor of a cosmic string is obtained:
Tαβ





√−γγabxα,axβ,b δ(4)(xλ − xλ(ζa)). (B.9)
Such an expression is applicable regardless of the degree of linearity of the cosmic
string itself.
The following parameters apply in flat spacetime: ζ0 = t, ζ1 = z, gαβ = ηαβ and
Γαβλ = 0. For a straight cosmic string that lies along the z-axis, (B.9) will then reduce
to
T˜αβ = µδ(x)δ(y)diag(1, 0, 0, 1) (B.10)
and (B.7) simplifies to give
∂a(
√−γγabxα,b) = 0, (B.11)
where xα;a,a =
1√−γ ∂a(
√−γγabxα,b) is the covariant Laplacian.
The Nambu-Goto action is invariant under the transformation
ζa −→ ζ˜a(ζb), (B.12)
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therefore under the conformal gauge conditions γ01 = 0 and γ00 + γ11 = 0, (B.3) may
be simplified to
x˙ · x′ = 0 (B.13)
and
x˙2 + x′2 = 0, (B.14)
where the overdots and the primes denote derivatives with respect to ζ0 and ζ1 re-
spectively, and (B.11) takes on a two-dimensional form:
x¨α − xα′′ = 0. (B.15)
Now, setting t = x0 = ζ0, the string trajectory may be written as a three-dimensional
vector x(σ, t), whereby ζ = ζ1 = σ. The conformal gauge equations (B.13) and
(B.14), and the equation of motion (B.15) can then be expressed in the following
forms:
x˙ · x′ = 0, (B.16)
x˙2 + x′′2 = 1, (B.17)
and
x¨− x′′ = 0. (B.18)
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(B.18) implies that the vector x˙ (i.e. the velocity) is perpendicular to the moving
string, while (B.19) essentially indicates that the string’s linear energy density is
proportional to its energy. Finally, (B.20) implies that the acceleration of a string
in its rest frame is inversely proportional to the local curvature radius of the string






where R is the radius of string curvature. A string that is curved in this manner
tends to straighten itself, hence giving rise to subsequent string oscillations.




[a(ζ − t) + b(ζ + t)], (B.20)
with the following gauge conditions from (B.16) and (B.17):
a′2 = b′2 = 1. (B.21)
(B.20) suggests that ζ is the length parameter along the three-dimensional curves




d3x T 00 = µ
∫
dζ. (B.22)
Additionally, the string’s momentum P and angular momentum J are respectively
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P = µ
∫




dζ x(ζ, t)× x˙(ζ, t). (B.24)
B.2 Cosmic strings in an expanding FRW universe
Further applying (B.7) and (B.9) to an expanding universe (where the FRW metric
takes the form ds2 = a2(τ)[dτ 2 − dx2], τ = conformal time and dτ = dt/a(t)), the
gauge conditions are taken to be
ζ0 = τ, (B.25)
and
x˙ · x′ = 0. (B.26)
The comoving spatial string coordinates x can then be written as a function of the
conformal time τ and the length parameter ζ, based on these gauge conditions. With
the coordinates ζ and τ , the equations of motion for a cosmic string moving in a
FRW universe, more than that for flat spacetime, may be expressed by varying the
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and
˙ = −2 a˙
a
 x˙2, (B.28)




1− x˙2 . (B.29)
The corresponding energy and momentum of the cosmic string is respectively defined
as




P = a(τ) µ
∫
dζ  x˙, (B.31)
and its respective rates of change (i.e. how the cosmic string gains energy/momentum





(1− 2 < v2 >)ε (B.32)
and
P˙ = − a˙
a
P, (B.33)
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From (B.34) the velocity of cosmic strings is expected to be reduced as a result of
Hubble damping, where < v2 >< 1/2, therefore the effects of stretching are more
distinct for changes in energy and momentum for (B.32) and (B.33) for large cosmic
string loops. A further discussion on the dynamics of cosmic string loops would be
made in the following section.
A solution of (B.27) is defined by a straight static cosmic string expressed as
x(ζ) = cζ, (B.35)
where the string will be stretched by the expansion of the universe with time and will
always remain straight. For a straight moving cosmic string, an additional b(τ) is
included in (B.35):
x(ζ) = b(τ) + cζ, (B.36)




(1− v2)v = 0, (B.37)
where v = b˙ and v = |v|. The solution to (B.37) is then
v(1− v2)−1/2 ∝ a−2. (B.38)
Appendix C
Hot parameters adopted for
SExtractor
The following is a description of the Hot parameters adopted for use in SExtractor,
in order to generate the Hot catalog, as discussed in chapter 3.
• STARNNW NAME is the filename which contains neural-network weights, required
by SExtractor, for separating stars and galaxies from each other. The default
file default.nnw is used.
• PIXEL SCALE refers to the resolution of the image, in units of arcsec(′′) per pixel.
This is set at 0.0500, where the resolution of the FITS images available in the
COSMOS public archives is 0.05′′ per pixel as discussed earlier.
• SEEING FWHM is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the seeing disc in
units of arcsec, and is important for SExtractor to differentiate between stars
and galaxies in a FITS image based on the CLASS STAR parameter. This is set
at 0.12.
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• DETECT TYPE refers to the type of device producing the image that SExtractor
is analysing, and therefore the corresponding data type that it is reading. This
is set at CCD, since the HST’s ACS makes use of CCDs to capture the FITS
images.
• SATUR LEVEL specifies the pixel value considered to be saturated for SExtractor
to carry out extrapolation in its photometric calculations. This is set at 80.
• MAG ZEROPOINT refers to the zeropoint offset applied to magnitudes for photo-
metric calculations, which is set at 25.937 for the analysis.
• MAG GAMMA is the contrast index of the emulsion, where its value is used in
conjunction with DETECT TYPE especially when the latter is set at PHOTO (i.e.
the response of the detector is assumed to be logarithmic by SExtractor over
the dynamic range of the image). Despite DETECT TYPE = CCD, MAG GAMMA has
to be specified and is set at 4.0.
• GAIN is the ratio of the number of electrons to the number of ADU (Analog-to-
Digital Unit), and refers to the factor to convert counts to flux. This is required
for estimating errors in magnitudes measured by CCDs, and is set at 2028.
GAIN is not applicable when DETECT TYPE = PHOTO.
• CHECKIMAGE TYPE refers to the required output after getting SExtractor to ex-
amine the image at various available levels, such as APERTURES and SEGMENTATION.
Such an examination is not required, however, because the COSMOS FITS im-
ages are analysed with their corresponding weight maps. CHECKIMAGE TYPE is
set at NONE.
• WEIGHT GAIN tells SExtractor whether the weight maps that are used may be
considered as gain maps. However, changes in noise in the COSMOS FITS
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images are not due to gain changes and likely to be dominated by changes in
the read-out noise, therefore WEIGHT GAIN is set as N.
• WEIGHT TYPE refers to the type of weight map that SExtractor is handling.
Weight maps, as defined by SExtractor, are “frames having the same size as the
images where objects are detected or measured, and describe the noise intensity
at each pixel”[78]. This is set at MAP WEIGHT, as the corresponding weight maps
of the COSMOS FITS images are in units of relative weights and the data is
then converted to variance units.
• FILTER and FILTER NAME are associated with filtering, which is done to smooth
the image and improve the detection of faint and extended objects. In order
to prevent filtering from distorting image profiles and correlating noise, SEx-
tractor does this only during the process of detecting objects in the image and
therefore only isophotal parameters would be affected. Both parameters are set
at Y and gauss 2.5 5x5.conv respectively, with the latter referring to the 5×5
convolution filter of a Gaussian point spread function (PSF) with a FWHM of
2.5 pixels.
• DETECT MINAREA regulates the minimum number of pixels above the threshold
that a group of pixels must have in order to be considered as a “detected object”.
This is set at 9.
• DETECT THRESH and ANALYSIS THRESH refer to the minimum levels above back-
ground (in units of the background’s standard deviation) at which the pixel
thresholds for SExtractor’s detection and photometric algorithms are respec-
tively set. Both values define the detection and analytical sensitivity of SEx-
tractor. A point to note is that associated pixels making up an object would
not be detected again, when both values are different from each other. They are
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similarly set at 1.0, which correspond to a low S/N (signal-to-noise) detection
threshold.
• DEBLEND NTHRESH determines whether a group of pixels above DETECT THRESH
that are adjacent to each other may be considered to be a single object, and
whether this group of pixels is made up of further subgroups of pixels that cor-
respond to smaller objects close to each other. The value of DEBLEND NTHRESH
is set at the default level of 32.
• DEBLEND MINCONT is the minimum contrast parameter for deblending, which
determines whether a group of pixels may be said to be a single object based
on its brightness. It ranges between 0 (for maximum deblending) and 1 (for no
deblending). For the purpose of this thesis, DEBLEND MINCONT is set at 0.1.
• CLEAN is an option which checks whether all objects detected by SExtractor
would have been detected in the absence of neighbouring objects, thereby re-
moving spurious detections. CLEAN PARAM, as its name suggests, determines the
degree of intensity of cleaning to be carried out by SExtractor. Its value ranges
between 0.1 (intense cleaning) and 10 (minimal cleaning). Both parameters
are set at Y and 1 respectively.
• PHOT APERTURES refers to the size of the aperture diameter (in units of pixels),
which is especially important for MAG APER as it uses the value to estimate the
flux above the background within a circular aperture. This is set at 20.
• PHOT AUTOPARAMS and PHOT AUTOAPERS are parameters that regulate the size of
the elliptical Kron aperture, which is used by SExtractor around every detected
object to measure the flux within the aperture. PHOT AUTOPARAMS determine
the scaling parameter k of the 1st-order, as well as the minimum radius for the
Kron aperture. PHOT AUTOAPERS are the minimum circular aperture diameters
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(consisting of the estimation disc and measurement disc) for calculations in-
volving photometry, estimation and measurement of the Kron aperture. These
values are used in the event that the radius of the Kron aperture goes below
the minimum value specified in PHOT AUTOPARAMS. PHOT AUTOAPERS are set at
20.0 and 20.0 respectively, while PHOT AUTOPARAMS are set at 2.5 and 3.5
respectively.
• PHOT FLUXFRAC refers to the fraction of total light, given by FLUX AUTO, within
an effective radius output FLUX RADIUS (i.e. the point in a light profile within
which encloses half the flux from an object). The values, set at 0.2, 0.5, 0.8,
and 0.9, imply that four radii containing 20%, 50%, 80% and 90% of the light
will be determined and shown by SExtractor.
• BACK SIZE regulates the size (in pixels) of the background map of the image
analysed by SExtractor, which makes an estimate of the background and its
RMS noise and maps both of them. The value of BACK SIZE has important
consequences: the background estimation is affected by the presence of objects
and random noise, and part of the flux of very extended objects may be absorbed
by the background map if it is too small; if it is too large, it is not able to
reproduce the small scale variations of the background. BACK SIZE is set at
100.
• BACK FILTERSIZE sets the size of the background-filtering map for the back-
ground map of the image. The main purpose of this background filter is to
smooth the background map, by removing deviations as a result of the presence
of bright or extended objects. This value is fixed at 3.
• BACKPHOTO TYPE tells SExtractor the type of background that should be used
to compute magnitudes. GLOBAL instructs SExtractor to take the background
directly from the background map, while LOCAL implies that the background
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of the object (whose magnitude is being determined) would be estimated by
SExtractor through a rectangular annulus around the object. This is set at
LOCAL.
• BACKPHOTO THICK regulates the thickness (in pixels) of the rectangular annulus
that is imposed around the object, when BACKPHOTO TYPE is set at LOCAL (not
applicable when BACKPHOTO TYPE = GLOBAL). At a reasonably and objectively
large value, BACKPHOTO THICK improves photometric calculations and for this
purpose it is set at 200.
• MEMORY PIXSTACK, MEMORY BUFSIZE and MEMORY OBJSTACK are parameters that
determine SExtractor’s use of memory. These values are typically optimised to
ensure SExtractor’s smooth operations, even when SExtractor runs on limited
memory and computing resources. MEMORY BUFSIZE specifies the number of
scan lines in the image buffer and is set at 7500. MEMORY OBJSTACK refers to
the maximum number of objects that the object stack can contain and is set
at 60000. Finally, MEMORY PIXSTACK specifies the maximum number of pixels
that the pixel stack can contain and is set at 10000000. These set values also
correspond to the default values.
• VERBOSE TYPE regulates the amount of comments to be printed on the command
line, while an image is being analysed by SExtractor. It is typically useful in
various modes when warning messages are not helpful in understanding software
crashes due to problems such as memory overflow. This is set at NORMAL.
Detailed descriptions of the Hot parameters are discussed in [78], and a print-out of
default.sex employing these parameters may be found in Appendix D. Additionally,
a further aim of the values chosen for these parameters is to reject erroneous sources
as far as possible, and to maximize the detection of potential sources, especially faint
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galaxies, although this may contribute to false detections in the form of noise. How-
ever, the latter is mitigated by using a smaller value of DEBLEND NTHRESH to reduce
deblending, compared to 64 used by [83] for the same parameter. The required output
photometric and position parameters of detected objects on the catalogs generated






# SExtractor configuration parameters for 0.05" COSMOS ACS data
# Hot extraction originally prescribed by A. Leauthaud et al
# Modified by Ivan Teng for 0.05" per pixel resolution
#
PARAMETERS NAME phot.param # Included fields in output catalog
STARNNW NAME detect.nnw # Neural-network Weight table filename
CATALOG TYPE ASCII HEAD # "ASCII" or "FITS"
PIXEL SCALE 0.0500 # Size of pixel in arcsec
SEEING FWHM 0.12 # Stellar FWHM in arcsec
DETECT TYPE CCD # "CCD" or "PHOTO"
SATUR LEVEL 80 # Level of saturation
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MAG ZEROPOINT 25.937 # Magnitude zero-point
MAG GAMMA 4.0 # Gamma of emulsion (for photographic scans)
GAIN 2028 # Gain adjusted for exposure params
CHECKIMAGE TYPE NONE # Can be NONE, BACKGROUND etc.
WEIGHT GAIN N # Gain is already known
WEIGHT TYPE MAP WEIGHT # Set weight image type
FILTER Y # Apply filter for detection (Y or N)
FILTER NAME gauss 2.5 5x5.conv # Filter for detection
DETECT MINAREA 9 # Minimum number of pixels above threshold
DETECT THRESH 1.0 # <sigmas> or <threshold>,<ZP> in mag.arcsec−2
ANALYSIS THRESH 1.0 # <sigmas> or <threshold>,<ZP> in mag.arcsec−2
DEBLEND NTHRESH 32 # Number of deblending sub-thresholds
DEBLEND MINCONT 0.1 # Minimum contrast parameter for deblending
CLEAN Y # Clean spurious detections? (Y or N)
CLEAN PARAM 1 # Cleaning efficiency
# MAG APER Aperture diameter(s) (in pixel(s))
PHOT APERTURES 20
# MAG AUTO parameters: <Kron factor>, <Minimum radius>
PHOT AUTOPARAMS 2.5, 3.5
# Define n-light radii
PHOT FLUXFRAC 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9
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# MAG AUTO Minimum apertures: Estimation, photometry
PHOT AUTOAPERS 20.0, 20.0
# Background mesh: <size> or <width>,<height>(smaller=finer grid)
BACK SIZE 100
# Background filter: <size> or <width>,<height>
BACK FILTERSIZE 3
# May be GLOBAL or LOCAL
BACKPHOTO TYPE LOCAL
# Thickness of background LOCAL annulus(bigger=better photometry)
BACKPHOTO THICK 200
# Number of pixels in stack(If too small=memory bugs)
MEMORY PIXSTACK 10000000
# Number of lines in buffer(If too small=objects are lost)
MEMORY BUFSIZE 7500
# Size of the buffer containing objects
MEMORY OBJSTACK 60000





parameters for catalogs on
phot.param
#
# SExtractor output catalog parameters for 0.05" COSMOS ACS data






























































Derivation of (3.4) in terms of zl
and zs
The angular diameter distance is defined as the ratio of an object’s physical transverse

















where DH is the Hubble distance. DM1/2 is the transverse comoving distance between











(Ωk > 0), (F.2)








(Ωk < 0), (F.4)








where E(z′) is defined as
E(z′) ≡
√
ΩM(1 + z′)3 + Ωk(1 + z′)2 + ΩΛ. (F.6)
Ωk is related to both ΩM and ΩΛ by
ΩM + ΩΛ + Ωk = 1, (F.7)
where ΩM and ΩΛ are essentially the dimensionless density parameters for matter
and vacuum respectively. It may be noted that ΩΛ is also known as the cosmological
constant.
In (3.1), the terms Dls and Dos are formally the angular diameter distance between
the cosmic string l and the lensed background object s at redshifts zl and zs, and the
angular diameter distance between the observer o and the lensed background object
s at redshifts zo and zs respectively. For the ΛCDM cosmological model, ΩΛ = 0.76
and ΩM = 0.24. Therefore, by (F.7), Ωk has to be equal to 0. Substituting these













ΩM(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ
. (F.9)
Re-expressing Dls and Dos under the formal definitions for angular diameter distance
and (F.8),

























since DM(zo) = 0 intuitively.

























ΩM(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ
. (F.13)
It should be noted that the redshift of all background sources that are lensed by
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a cosmic string must lie behind the string from the observer’s perspective, i.e. the
redshift of the source zs must be greater than that of the string zl, or the range 0 to
zs must be equal to the range 0 to zl plus the range zl to zs.
Appendix G
Re-expression of (3.7) in terms of
zl and zs
As described by (3.7), the number of lensed galaxy pairs per angular separation (or











where L is the projected length of the cosmic string crossing the field of view of the
survey, dngal/dzs is the number distribution of background galaxies, ∆θ (or ∆θ(zl, zs))
is the angular separation (expressed in terms of zl and zs) between the two observed
images making up the lensed galaxy pair, and δ(x) is the Dirac delta function.





dx f(x)δ(x− a). (G.2)
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where there is a need to divide by the absolute value of the derivative of g(x) evaluated
at x′, in addition to sifting out the value x′ such that g(x′) = 0. In this case, g(x) =
















ΩM(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ
)−1 . (G.4)
Solving the zs-dependent part of (G.4) and applying the chain rule and the funda-

















ΩM(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ
)
. (G.5)
Substituting (G.5) to (G.4),















ΩM(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ)
)2 . (G.6)

























Figure H.1: Differential image separation distributions of lensed galaxies for a cosmic
string tilted at β = 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦ at string redshifts zl = 0.50, 1.00
and 1.50, with deficit angle δ = 1′′. The number of lensed galaxy pairs per angular
separation for each of the respective string redshifts at various tilt angles of the cosmic
string are also shown.
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Figure H.2: Differential image separation distributions of lensed galaxies for a cosmic
string tilted at β = 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦ at string redshifts zl = 0.50,
1.00 and 1.50, with deficit angle δ = 3.33′′. The number of lensed galaxy pairs per
angular separation for each of the respective string redshifts at various tilt angles of
the cosmic string are also shown.
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Figure H.3: Differential image separation distributions of lensed galaxies for a cosmic
string tilted at β = 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦ at string redshifts zl = 0.50,
1.00 and 1.50, with deficit angle δ = 5.66′′. The number of lensed galaxy pairs per
angular separation for each of the respective string redshifts at various tilt angles of
the cosmic string are also shown.
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Figure H.4: Differential image separation distributions of lensed galaxies for a cosmic
string tilted at β = 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦ at string redshifts zl = 0.50, 1.00
and 1.50, with deficit angle δ = 8′′. The number of lensed galaxy pairs per angular
separation for each of the respective string redshifts at various tilt angles of the cosmic
string are also shown.
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Figure H.5: Differential image separation distributions of lensed galaxies for a cosmic
string tilted at β = 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦ at string redshifts zl = 0.50,
1.00 and 1.50, with deficit angle δ = 10.33′′. The number of lensed galaxy pairs per
angular separation for each of the respective string redshifts at various tilt angles of
the cosmic string are also shown.
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Figure H.6: Differential image separation distributions of lensed galaxies for a cosmic
string tilted at β = 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦ at string redshifts zl = 0.50,
1.00 and 1.50, with deficit angle δ = 12.66′′. The number of lensed galaxy pairs per
angular separation for each of the respective string redshifts at various tilt angles of
the cosmic string are also shown.
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Figure H.7: Differential image separation distributions of lensed galaxies for a cosmic
string tilted at β = 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦ at string redshifts zl = 0.50, 1.00
and 1.50, with deficit angle δ = 15′′. The number of lensed galaxy pairs per angular
separation for each of the respective string redshifts at various tilt angles of the cosmic
string are also shown.
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Appendix I
Optimized cuts for cosmic string
signals(1)
The optimized cuts for THETA IMAGE(ratio), ELLIPTICITY(ratio) and
FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) at various string redshifts, determined from the simulated
cosmic string data prepared as described in section 3.7.2, are presented in this chapter.
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Figure I.1: THETA IMAGE(ratio) distribution for all string redshifts, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard
deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the opti-
mized cut based on THETA IMAGE(ratio) for all string redshifts is given by -0.3163
≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.3185.
Figure I.2: THETA IMAGE(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.25, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on THETA IMAGE(ratio) for zl = 0.25 is given by -0.1431
≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.1367.
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Figure I.3: THETA IMAGE(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.50, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on THETA IMAGE(ratio) for zl = 0.50 is given by -0.1939
≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.1899.
Figure I.4: THETA IMAGE(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.75, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on THETA IMAGE(ratio) for zl = 0.75 is given by -0.2304
≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.2428.
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Figure I.5: THETA IMAGE(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.00, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on THETA IMAGE(ratio) for zl = 1.00 is given by -0.2787
≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.2889.
Figure I.6: THETA IMAGE(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.25, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on THETA IMAGE(ratio) for zl = 1.25 is given by -0.3537
≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.3645.
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Figure I.7: THETA IMAGE(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.50, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on THETA IMAGE(ratio) for zl = 1.50 is given by -0.6207
≤ THETA IMAGE(ratio) ≤ 0.5901.
Figure I.8: ELLIPTICITY(ratio) distribution for all string redshifts, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard
deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the opti-
mized cut based on ELLIPTICITY(ratio) for all string redshifts is given by -1.5848
≤ ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6244.
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Figure I.9: ELLIPTICITY(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.25, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on ELLIPTICITY(ratio) for zl = 0.25 is given by -1.5544 ≤
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.5648.
Figure I.10: ELLIPTICITY(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.50, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on ELLIPTICITY(ratio) for zl = 0.50 is given by -1.5906 ≤
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6248.
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Figure I.11: ELLIPTICITY(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.75, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on ELLIPTICITY(ratio) for zl = 0.75 is given by -1.5776 ≤
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6382.
Figure I.12: ELLIPTICITY(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.00, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on ELLIPTICITY(ratio) for zl = 1.00 is given by -1.5760 ≤
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6386.
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Figure I.13: ELLIPTICITY(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.25, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on ELLIPTICITY(ratio) for zl = 1.25 is given by -1.6060 ≤
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6336.
Figure I.14: ELLIPTICITY(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.50, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on ELLIPTICITY(ratio) for zl = 1.50 is given by -1.6290 ≤
ELLIPTICITY(ratio) ≤ 1.6446.
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Figure I.15: FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) distribution for all string redshifts, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard
deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the opti-
mized cut based on FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) for all string redshifts is given by -0.2868
≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.4090.
Figure I.16: FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.25, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) for zl = 0.25 is given by -0.2479
≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.3403.
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Figure I.17: FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.50, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) for zl = 0.50 is given by -0.2651
≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.3731.
Figure I.18: FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.75, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) for zl = 0.75 is given by -0.2839
≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.4063.
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Figure I.19: FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.00, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) for zl = 1.00 is given by -0.3003
≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.4361.
Figure I.20: FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.25, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) for zl = 1.25 is given by -0.3134
≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.4526.
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Figure I.21: FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.50, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) for zl = 1.50 is given by -0.3206
≤ FWHM IMAGE1(ratio) ≤ 0.4698.
Appendix J
Optimized cuts for cosmic string
signals(2)
The optimized cuts for FWHM IMAGE2(ratio), MU MAX1(ratio) and MU MAX2(ratio)
at various string redshifts, determined from the simulated cosmic string data prepared
as described in section 3.7.2, are presented in this chapter.
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Figure J.1: FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) distribution for all string redshifts, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard
deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the opti-
mized cut based on FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) for all string redshifts is given by -0.3009
≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.3829.
Figure J.2: FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.25, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) for zl = 0.25 is given by -0.3204
≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.2556.
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Figure J.3: FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.50, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) for zl = 0.50 is given by -0.3505
≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.2777.
Figure J.4: FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.75, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) for zl = 0.75 is given by -0.3785
≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.3005.
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Figure J.5: FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.00, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) for zl = 1.00 is given by -0.4019
≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.3153.
Figure J.6: FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.25, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) for zl = 1.25 is given by -0.4197
≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.3247.
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Figure J.7: FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.50, where
# = number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ =
standard deviation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution,
the optimized cut based on FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) for zl = 1.50 is given by -0.4305
≤ FWHM IMAGE2(ratio) ≤ 0.3385.
Figure J.8: MU MAX1(ratio) distribution for all string redshifts, where # = number
of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard deviation.
Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized cut based
on MU MAX1(ratio) for all string redshifts is given by -0.0118 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio)
≤ 0.0124.
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Figure J.9: MU MAX1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.25, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX1(ratio) for zl = 0.25 is given by -0.0128 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio)
≤ 0.0128.
Figure J.10: MU MAX1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.50, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX1(ratio) for zl = 0.50 is given by -0.0123 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio)
≤ 0.0125.
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Figure J.11: MU MAX1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.75, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX1(ratio) for zl = 0.75 is given by -0.0119 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio)
≤ 0.0123.
Figure J.12: MU MAX1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.00, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX1(ratio) for zl = 1.00 is given by -0.0117 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio)
≤ 0.0123.
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Figure J.13: MU MAX1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.25, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX1(ratio) for zl = 1.25 is given by -0.0115 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio)
≤ 0.0123.
Figure J.14: MU MAX1(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.50, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX1(ratio) for zl = 1.50 is given by -0.0112 ≤ MU MAX1(ratio)
≤ 0.0124.
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Figure J.15: MU MAX2(ratio) distribution for all string redshifts, where # = number
of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard deviation.
Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized cut based
on MU MAX2(ratio) for all string redshifts is given by -0.0120 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio)
≤ 0.0124.
Figure J.16: MU MAX2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.25, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX2(ratio) for zl = 0.25 is given by -0.0129 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio)
≤ 0.0127.
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Figure J.17: MU MAX2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.50, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX2(ratio) for zl = 0.50 is given by -0.0124 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio)
≤ 0.0124.
Figure J.18: MU MAX2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 0.75, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX2(ratio) for zl = 0.75 is given by -0.0120 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio)
≤ 0.0122.
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Figure J.19: MU MAX2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.00, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX2(ratio) for zl = 1.00 is given by -0.0117 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio)
≤ 0.0123.
Figure J.20: MU MAX2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.25, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX2(ratio) for zl = 1.25 is given by -0.0116 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio)
≤ 0.0122.
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Figure J.21: MU MAX2(ratio) distribution for string redshift zl = 1.50, where # =
number of galaxy pairs present in the simulated data, µ = mean and σ = standard de-
viation. Based on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, the optimized
cut based on MU MAX2(ratio) for zl = 1.50 is given by -0.0113 ≤ MU MAX2(ratio)
≤ 0.0123.
Appendix K
Binned distributions of matched
galaxy pairs for δ sin β = 2.00′′ and
4.00′′, at various zl and β
Binned distributions of matched galaxy pairs for string energy-densities δ sin β of
2.00′′ and 4.00′′ at string redshifts zl at 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25 and 1.50, for various
string tilt angles β, are as shown in Figures K.1-K.10.
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Figure K.1: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 2.00′′ and string redshift zl = 0.50. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower
curve shows the expected number of matched galaxy pairs after taking into account
measurement inefficiencies.
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Figure K.2: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 2.00′′ and string redshift zl = 0.75. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower
curve shows the expected number of matched galaxy pairs after taking into account
measurement inefficiencies.
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Figure K.3: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 2.00′′ and string redshift zl = 1.00. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower
curve shows the expected number of matched galaxy pairs after taking into account
measurement inefficiencies.
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Figure K.4: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 2.00′′ and string redshift zl = 1.25. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower
curve shows the expected number of matched galaxy pairs after taking into account
measurement inefficiencies.
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Figure K.5: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 2.00′′ and string redshift zl = 1.50. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower
curve shows the expected number of matched galaxy pairs after taking into account
measurement inefficiencies.
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Figure K.6: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 4.00′′ and string redshift zl = 0.50. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower
curve shows the expected number of matched galaxy pairs after taking into account
measurement inefficiencies.
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Figure K.7: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 4.00′′ and string redshift zl = 0.75. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower
curve shows the expected number of matched galaxy pairs after taking into account
measurement inefficiencies.
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Figure K.8: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 4.00′′ and string redshift zl = 1.00. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower
curve shows the expected number of matched galaxy pairs after taking into account
measurement inefficiencies.
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Figure K.9: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 4.00′′ and string redshift zl = 1.25. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower
curve shows the expected number of matched galaxy pairs after taking into account
measurement inefficiencies.
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Figure K.10: Matched galaxy pairs (points, with error bars) compared to background
(solid line), for various cosmic string tilt angles β (left, from top to bottom: β =
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦; right, from top to bottom: β = 60◦, 75◦, 90◦). The two curves for
all plots represent simulated cosmic strings with string length 1.19◦, string energy-
density δ sin β = 4.00′′ and string redshift zl = 1.50. The upper curve represents
the total number of matched pairs expected from the simulations, while the lower




Detection efficiencies as a function
of δ sin β and zl
The detection efficiencies are plotted according to the string tilt angle β as a function
of string energy density δ sin β and string redshift zl, for β at 15
◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦
and 90◦, as shown in Figures L.1-L.6.
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Figure L.1: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs with
tilt angle β = 15◦, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and redshift zl. For the
top figure, the bold line represents string redshift zl = 0.25, the dotted line zl = 0.50
and the dashed line zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents
string redshift zl = 1.00, the dash-dot-dot-dot line zl = 1.25 and the line of long
dashes zl = 1.50. Note that the efficiencies based on the detection methodology with
the optimized cuts (as described in section 3.8) are relatively independent of zl, for
strings at low redshifts below zl = 0.75. However, they appear to be relatively poor
for detecting light cosmic strings with δ sin β below 1.50′′ at high redshifts above zl =
1.00.
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Figure L.2: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs with
tilt angle β = 30◦, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and redshift zl. For the
top figure, the bold line represents string redshift zl = 0.25, the dotted line zl = 0.50
and the dashed line zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents
string redshift zl = 1.00, the dash-dot-dot-dot line zl = 1.25 and the line of long
dashes zl = 1.50. Note that the efficiencies based on the detection methodology with
the optimized cuts (as described in section 3.8) are relatively independent of zl, for
strings at low redshifts below zl = 0.75. However, they appear to be relatively poor
for detecting light cosmic strings with δ sin β below 1.00′′ at high redshifts above zl =
1.00.
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Figure L.3: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs with
tilt angle β = 45◦, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and redshift zl. For the
top figure, the bold line represents string redshift zl = 0.25, the dotted line zl = 0.50
and the dashed line zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents
string redshift zl = 1.00, the dash-dot-dot-dot line zl = 1.25 and the line of long
dashes zl = 1.50. Note that the efficiencies based on the detection methodology with
the optimized cuts as described in section 3.8 are relatively independent of zl, for
strings at low redshifts below zl = 0.75. However, they appear to be relatively poor
for detecting light cosmic strings with δ sin β below 0.75′′ at high redshifts above zl =
1.00.
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Figure L.4: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs with
tilt angle β = 60◦, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and redshift zl. For the
top figure, the bold line represents string redshift zl = 0.25, the dotted line zl = 0.50
and the dashed line zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents
string redshift zl = 1.00, the dash-dot-dot-dot line zl = 1.25 and the line of long
dashes zl = 1.50. Note that the efficiencies based on the detection methodology with
the optimized cuts as described in section 3.8 are relatively independent of zl, for
strings at low redshifts below zl = 0.75. However, they appear to be relatively poor
for detecting light cosmic strings with δ sin β below 1.50′′ at high redshifts above zl =
1.00.
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Figure L.5: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs with
tilt angle β = 75◦, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and redshift zl. For the
top figure, the bold line represents string redshift zl = 0.25, the dotted line zl = 0.50
and the dashed line zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents
string redshift zl = 1.00, the dash-dot-dot-dot line zl = 1.25 and the line of long
dashes zl = 1.50. Note that the efficiencies based on the detection methodology with
the optimized cuts as described in section 3.8 are relatively independent of zl, for
strings at low redshifts below zl = 0.75. However, they appear to be relatively poor
for detecting light cosmic strings with δ sin β below 1.25′′ at high redshifts above zl =
1.00.
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Figure L.6: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs with
tilt angle β = 90◦, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and redshift zl. For the
top figure, the bold line represents string redshift zl = 0.25, the dotted line zl = 0.50
and the dashed line zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents
string redshift zl = 1.00, the dash-dot-dot-dot line zl = 1.25 and the line of long
dashes zl = 1.50. Note that the efficiencies based on the detection methodology with
the optimized cuts as described in section 3.8 are relatively independent of zl, for
strings at low redshifts below zl = 0.75. However, they appear to be relatively poor




Dependence of efficiencies on β
The dependence of detection efficiencies on β is shown in Figures M.1-M.5 as follows.
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Figure M.1: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs at
string redshift zl = 0.50, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and string tilt
angle β. For the top figure, the bold line represents β = 0◦, the dotted line β = 15◦
and the dashed line β = 30◦. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents β =
45◦, the dash-dot-dot-dot line β = 60◦, the line with long dashes β = 75◦, and the
dotted line β = 90◦. Note that the efficiencies based on the detection methodology
with the optimized cuts, as described in section 3.8, are relatively independent of β
at low zl.
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Figure M.2: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs at
string redshift zl = 0.75, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and string tilt
angle β. For the top figure, the bold line represents β = 0◦, the dotted line β = 15◦
and the dashed line β = 30◦. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents β =
45◦, the dash-dot-dot-dot line β = 60◦, the line with long dashes β = 75◦, and the
dotted line β = 90◦. Note that the efficiencies based on the detection methodology
with the optimized cuts, as described in section 3.8, are relatively independent of β
at low zl.
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Figure M.3: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs at
string redshift zl = 1.00, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and string tilt
angle β. For the top figure, the bold line represents β = 0◦, the dotted line β = 15◦
and the dashed line β = 30◦. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents β =
45◦, the dash-dot-dot-dot line β = 60◦, the line with long dashes β = 75◦, and the
dotted line β = 90◦. Note the poor efficiencies evident at δ sin β = below 0.75′′ for
β = 0◦, and at δ sin β below approximately 0.50′′ for β = 90◦.
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Figure M.4: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs at
string redshift zl = 1.25, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and string tilt
angle β. For the top figure, the bold line represents β = 0◦, the dotted line β = 15◦
and the dashed line β = 30◦. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents β =
45◦, the dash-dot-dot-dot line β = 60◦, the line with long dashes β = 75◦, and the
dotted line β = 90◦. Note the poor efficiencies in the top figure at δ sin β = below
2.00′′ for β = 0◦ and below 0.75′′ for β = 15◦ and 30◦, with regards to low-mass
cosmic string detection. Poor efficiencies are also evident in the bottom figure, for
the detection of low-mass cosmic strings evident at δ sin β = below 1.00′′ for β = 90◦
and below approximately 0.75′′ for β = 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦.
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Figure M.5: Efficiency of detecting cosmic strings based on matched galaxy pairs at
string redshift zl = 1.50, as a function of string energy density δ sin β and string tilt
angle β. For the top figure, the bold line represents β = 0◦, the dotted line β = 15◦
and the dashed line β = 30◦. For the bottom figure, the dash-dot line represents β =
45◦, the dash-dot-dot-dot line β = 60◦, the line with long dashes β = 75◦, and the
dotted line β = 90◦. In the top figure, note the poor efficiencies evident at δ sin β =
below 2.00′′ for β = 90◦, below 1.50′′ for β = 15◦ and below 1.00′′ for β = 30◦.
Generally, poor efficiencies are expected for low-mass cosmic string detection at high
redshifts. In the bottom figure, generally poor efficiencies may also be observed in
the detection of light cosmic strings with low δ sin β for all β in the figure.
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95% upper confidence limit
exclusion plots(1)
Figure N.1: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 0◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2. The
dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the
dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and the
dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. The bold line represents the average limit for all zl.
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Figure N.2: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 0◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2. The
dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the
dashed line for string redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and the
dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 1.50. The bold line represents the average limit for all zl.
Figure N.3: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 15◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
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Figure N.4: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 15◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 1.50. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
Figure N.5: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 30◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
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Figure N.6: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 30◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 1.50. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
Figure N.7: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 45◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
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Figure N.8: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 45◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 1.50. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
Figure N.9: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 60◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
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Figure N.10: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 60◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 1.50. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
Figure N.11: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 75◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
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Figure N.12: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 75◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 1.50. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
Figure N.13: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 90◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
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Figure N.14: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 90◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl,
the dashed line for string redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and
the dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 1.50. The bold line represents the average limit for
all zl.
Appendix O
95% upper confidence limit
exclusion plots(2)
Figure O.1: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 15◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The bold line represents the average limit for all string redshifts zl, while the dashed
lines represent the respective limits from each redshift bin and that for the optimized
cut for all string redshifts. Corresponding labelled plots may be found in Figures N.3
and N.4 in Appendix N.
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Figure O.2: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 30◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The bold line represents the average limit for all string redshifts zl, while the dashed
lines represent the respective limits from each redshift bin and that for the optimized
cut for all string redshifts. Corresponding labelled plots may be found in Figures N.5
and N.6 in Appendix N.
Figure O.3: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 45◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The bold line represents the average limit for all string redshifts zl, while the dashed
lines represent the respective limits from each redshift bin and that for the optimized
cut for all string redshifts. Corresponding labelled plots may be found in Figures N.7
and N.8 in Appendix N.
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Figure O.4: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 60◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2.
The bold line represents the average limit for all string redshifts zl, while the dashed
lines represent the respective limits from each redshift bin and that for the optimized
cut for all string redshifts. Corresponding labelled plots may be found in Figures N.9
and N.10 in Appendix N.
Figure O.5: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 75◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2. The
bold line represents the average limit for all string redshifts zl, while the dashed lines
represent the respective limits from each redshift bin and that for the optimized cut
for all string redshifts. Corresponding labelled plots may be found in Figures N.11
and N.12 in Appendix N.
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Figure O.6: 95% upper confidence limits for lensed galaxies produced by a cosmic
string tilted at β = 90◦, as a function of string redshift zl and string mass Gµ/c2. The
bold line represents the average limit for all string redshifts zl, while the dashed lines
represent the respective limits from each redshift bin and that for the optimized cut
for all string redshifts. Corresponding labelled plots may be found in Figures N.13
and N.14 in Appendix N.
Appendix P
95% confidence limits on Ωstrings
95% upper confidence limits on the mass density of cosmic strings Ωstrings, as a function
of string mass Gµ/c2, for string tilt angles β = 15, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦ are
established and as shown in Figures N.1-N.6 in the following pages.
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Figure P.1: 95% upper confidence limits on the mass density of cosmic strings Ωstrings,
as a function of string mass Gµ/c2, for string tilt angle β = 15◦. For the top figure,
the dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the
dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and the
dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dotted line represents
the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the dashed line for string
redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and the dashed-dot-dot line for
zl = 1.50. The bold line in both figures represents the average limit for all zl.
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Figure P.2: 95% upper confidence limits on the mass density of cosmic strings Ωstrings,
as a function of string mass Gµ/c2, for string tilt angle β = 30◦. For the top figure,
the dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the
dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and the
dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dotted line represents
the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the dashed line for string
redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and the dashed-dot-dot line for
zl = 1.50. The bold line in both figures represents the average limit for all zl.
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Figure P.3: 95% upper confidence limits on the mass density of cosmic strings Ωstrings,
as a function of string mass Gµ/c2, for string tilt angle β = 45◦. For the top figure,
the dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the
dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and the
dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dotted line represents
the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the dashed line for string
redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and the dashed-dot-dot line for
zl = 1.50. The bold line in both figures represents the average limit for all zl.
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Figure P.4: 95% upper confidence limits on the mass density of cosmic strings Ωstrings,
as a function of string mass Gµ/c2, for string tilt angle β = 60◦. For the top figure,
the dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the
dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and the
dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dotted line represents
the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the dashed line for string
redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and the dashed-dot-dot line for
zl = 1.50. The bold line in both figures represents the average limit for all zl.
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Figure P.5: 95% upper confidence limits on the mass density of cosmic strings Ωstrings,
as a function of string mass Gµ/c2, for string tilt angle β = 75◦. For the top figure,
the dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the
dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and the
dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dotted line represents
the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the dashed line for string
redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and the dashed-dot-dot line for
zl = 1.50. The bold line in both figures represents the average limit for all zl.
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Figure P.6: 95% upper confidence limits on the mass density of cosmic strings Ωstrings,
as a function of string mass Gµ/c2, for string tilt angle β = 90◦. For the top figure,
the dotted line represents the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the
dashed line for string redshift zl = 0.25, the dashed-dot line for zl = 0.50, and the
dashed-dot-dot line for zl = 0.75. For the bottom figure, the dotted line represents
the limit based on the optimized cut for all redshifts zl, the dashed line for string
redshift zl = 1.00, the dashed-dot line for zl = 1.25, and the dashed-dot-dot line for
zl = 1.50. The bold line in both figures represents the average limit for all zl.
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Appendix Q
Tabulated 95% upper confidence
limits on Ωstrings








Cut for all zl 0.002000 0.022596
Average 0.001990 0.023680
Table Q.1: Tabulated 95% upper confidence limits for Ωstrings for string tilt angle β
= 0◦, based on Figure 4.7.
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Cut for all zl 0.002001 0.023039
Average 0.001991 0.024147
Table Q.2: Tabulated 95% upper confidence limits for Ωstrings for string tilt angle β
= 15◦, based on Figure P.1.








Cut for all zl 0.001643 0.023715
Average 0.001635 0.024860
Table Q.3: Tabulated 95% upper confidence limits for Ωstrings for string tilt angle β
= 30◦, based on Figure P.2.








Cut for all zl 0.001635 0.024529
Average 0.001628 0.025718
Table Q.4: Tabulated 95% upper confidence limits for Ωstrings for string tilt angle β
= 45◦, based on Figure P.3.
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Cut for all zl 0.001986 0.023994
Average 0.001977 0.025155
Table Q.5: Tabulated 95% upper confidence limits for Ωstrings for string tilt angle β
= 60◦, based on Figure P.4.








Cut for all zl 0.001995 0.023428
Average 0.001985 0.024558
Table Q.6: Tabulated 95% upper confidence limits for Ωstrings for string tilt angle β
= 75◦, based on Figure P.5.








Cut for all zl 0.001650 0.027030
Average 0.001647 0.028813
Table Q.7: Tabulated 95% upper confidence limits for Ωstrings for string tilt angle β
= 90◦, based on Figure P.6.
